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and for that reason wia® o f immense
ANNUAL REPORT
I value in making the state fcmavm ailil
over the country end in
pi-otinning
OF TREAS. SCATES j its
advantages ais a gtreat sfuonmer
resort.
Scores of letters were re 
ceived from people Who eaad they
New Road Book to be Twice as were coaming to Maine so ftly because
! o f what was said about the state
Large as Formerly—Many Iin the Maine road book- Many of
! these people personally) called
at
Improvements Suggested.
j the Infommoticn Bureau pr wrote
letters thanking the Alssoctiatcon for
The annuail report o f Treasurer
! the ,courtesies that had been shown
.John C. Soa<tes o f Weatbrcxxk for the
them and commending work dene .by
year ending De»c- 1, showed that ithe
the organization gjsi w ell as the ac*
racetipto fo r new mienibens, road .book;
i curacy o f the infonm<a<t'iori> recedvadvertising and (Other sources,
ai ed-”
nnounted to $1 (,825.81. The
d is
The chairman said thait art idles
bursements amounte*I to $9,528.65.
advert.l&jng
the state were puMishThese were for dues to the Amiecdcan Aut omobUe Atesocnatdcai,
1913 ed in ail the lea dung papers throughand a port o f 1914 road book
e x  ; out the country as a rebuilt o f the
penses, salary) and expenses of a- efforts of the Association. This re 
gents on the road, legall servticeis in sulted tta much additional; business
preparing} highway (Laiwt , Expenses of for the hotels and summer resorts
information bureau, istenagraphiens, fas well ate $or a'll classes o f trade.
ete.
T h e baianxe on hand Bee- 1, Even the farmer® came in fo r tbedr
j ^*hare through Increased
demand
was $1,297.16.
I for their produce.
One o f
the
The aniostt inter eat ring feature of
! features o f the year waja ,the demand
1fce report was the Statement that
I fo r the accomodation in flarinhonses
the members hop o f the Association
r and in smalll country towns, this
now tniunn»bere 21.677 in good standing.
i kind o f a vacation evident'!)) beTh t , is a gain o f 725 during
the
! com ing daoidedJy .popularyear, the membership .on Dee. 1, 191
During the isummer and fall, the
*eing> 1,952work of obtaining inforttnatiioni tor j
The report o f the chairman
of
the Tou. ring I'lifornmaticsn Coonnuittee the 1914 road book was carried cn.
D. W- H oegr, Jr-, o f Portland,, c o v  , Alm ost every secticai o f the state
ered the work of this bian^h o f the ' wac. .visatied during (the yean, and the
1914 .book w ill cover >1 *1 e from
AssocfaAiom during the past
year.
Aroostook
county, to the coa t and
In it he stated that 7,000 o f
the
j from the New Brunswick border
tio
1913 road boohs bad beeii printed,
I
New
Hampshirethe lmformaMun they cantatined hav

P R IC E 4 C E N T S

LADY SHOOTS BEAR
DR. COLBY’S FINE NEW
HOME IN RANGELEY IN HER DOOR YARD
Residence Purchased Late in Spring of G. A.
Proctor— Many Improvements Made— Dr.
Has Had Many Years’ Experience.
it
Dec. 31.
Hebron in 1891. N ext followed a two
The accompanying cut is a picture of years’ special scientific course at Bowthe fine residence o f Dr. F. B. Colby, doin, also a two years’ medical course
purchased by him late in the spring of at Bowdoin. The last year o f his med
G. A. Proctor. The new place being ical course was taken at Dartmouth,
more centrally located, is on Lake receiving his M. D., from the latter
street just beyond the public library, institution in 1895.
and is much more convenient both for
The following year was spent in hos
the doctor and his patients.
pital work at the state farm at BridgeSince changing hands the building water, Mass.
has been remodelled and altered to suit
For ten years he was identified with
the doctor's needs .The office and wait the Boston Insane hospital.
Next
ing room are very attractively fur came two years’ work at Highland
nished, access to the same being Falls, N. Y ., which is the Post Town of
gained by a side entrance from the West Point, this being the last resivine-covered poich. This arrangement dence before coming to Range ey.
is very convenient, allowing patients to j Although not specializing in any parcome and go without disturbance to the ticular branch he has had splendid suc
family.
cess treating pneumonia not having
The waiting room is well lighted lost a patient from the above disease
and supplied with comfortable chairs. for eight years.
Magazines and other reading matter
Dr. Colby is very public spirited being
are plentifully provided.
Opening di interested in whatever is best for the
rectly out of this room is the main of- town’s welfare. He is also deeply infice, a large room lighted by three win- j terested in educational matters, servdows. The finish and decoration of the ing for the past two years as superin-

“ In the 1914 road baofk the Pine
ing .been obtained fi. 1st hand by> A s  j
sociation officials
These
were j T re e Tour, which was remarkably
m
m
•-:*:;
sent out to dnfocmatdcin bureaus, au sueceslsiful last seae.cn, w ill be con
tinued,’
’
he
stated,
“
hundred!:i
o
f
tom obile assoclotions and hotels os
w ell as to dndiivldiaa'ls all over the 1people folllowed this trip iin whole or
country and ate they w ere mailed tin .part and were delighted wiith it.
popular
with
■only on roques*,. they went into the I It was oapocdaJly
hands o f peo.ple who need them. So j strangers who did not knofw' what
great was the demand fo r these that points o f interest to visit with an the
this
the edition wart soon exhausted and sta.tie and who, by fofl'lowdng
several thousand maps had to he trip, could take an the m ajority o f
The trip this year has .been
printed to supply the cailil- Hundreds them.
o f letters were received asking tor ■completelyt revised and corrected to
special information.
These
Were meet suggesti-ens received concern all im m ediate!y answered. Requests in g i t from last year’s tourists-’’
tor the hook w ere received
from
H e announced that the new book
every state in -the Union, from; near w ill be over tw ice as large as that
ly ©very part .of Canada, from Eur o f 191,3 and wdll con/tain pnaeticalJly
ope, the Hawaiian Ugiliamds, Alaska all o f the principal route® o f travel
and Cube.
in Maine.
It wdi have p. large aC O LB Y ’ S RESIDENCE.
Continuing, he said, “ The Maine mount o f descriptive m atter tel/Uing
road book wo® the only state-wbde o f the ad vantages and points of in 
a d v e r t in g done In Maine >by» any as terest o f the state and o f the towns room is at once pleasing and restful. tendent o f schools and he is always on
sociation or <bui incss fcpaperation,
The woodwork is stained a warm brown the lookout for the best things in the
(Continued on page 6.)
and the paper and fixtures are in ex way o f text books and apparatus for
cellent taste and keeping. A t one side school work.
%
is a large closet where extra supplies
He is a member of Oquossoc Lodge
and all materials needed by the doctor K. o f P., Entwistle Lodge I. O. O. F.,
may be found.
and was instrumental in starting
Several changes and improvements Kemankeag Lodge A. F. and A. M., o f
have also been made up stairs. Two which he is also a member.
large windows have been added, one of
For further particulars write or address
Mrs. Colby, who was Miss Marie
which helps to light an extra room Judge of Somerville, was formerly a
which has just been finished off. A trained nurse and frequently assists
generous closet also a small toilet room the doctor on his long trips in the auto.
*
*
*
have been recently completed. The
Often the little folks, of which there
doctor now has conveniences for the are three, Fred, Beatrice and Kenneth
care of patients at his home should the accompany him in his trips about
necessity arise.
town.
G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E ,

K

Mountain View House |
Mountain View, Maine

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
I Mountain View,

Maine. |

W e do not approve o f the hunters’ license this fall, but we do not
believe that it will keep everyone out of Maine, Our camps will be open
all the season. Trains every clay.

The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the

y

B L A .K E S L E E P R E S E R V E O F 30,000 A C R E S .

§

.
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
<> ever before. I f you want real hunting, write
JOE W H IT E , Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.

y
X

J’

o

Skinner. Maine after October 1.

W h e r e A r e You P la n n in g to Spend
Your Vacation the Goming Season?
Do you know that the R A N G E L E Y L A K E S A N D DEAD
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern M A IN E ,
is an ideal country in the SUMMER .SEASON, being about 2,000
feet above the sea level with m agnificent mountain scenery,
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable
log cabin.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
publishes a booklet descriptive o f this territory, which contains a
neat little map o f this whole region. It is yours fo r the asking.
Address

F. N. B E H L , G. P. ft.,

Phillips, Maine.

Many ingenious conveniences may be
seen which are the doctor’ s own handiwork for he is rather skillful with tools
and delights in a bit of manual training
when opportunity offers.
Fred Bennett Colby was born at
Andover, Me., and was graduated from

j The doctor with his Ford machine is
j among the last o f the automobilists
i seen in the fall, and he is generally one

1o f the first to be out in the spring, for
he is a great advocate o f the automo
bile as a means o f getting about the
country.

MULBERRIES A FAVORITE BIRD1 fore, the berries are not only a boon
FOOD.
for the birds, but act as some protec
tion to the cherry crop. The mulberry
Having been a close reader o f Forest is a thrifty grower and a handsome
and Stream ever since 1875, I have at tree. They should not be planted
various tim^s read references to meth wnere the limbs overhang a porch or
ods of attracting and feeding birds, but walk, as the dropping berries stain ob
these methods usually refer to the care jects with which they come in contact.
of the birds in the winter season. I W e have a mulberry tree on our prem
now wish to mention what is a great ises, and I have noticed the following
attraction and joy to many birds in list of birds feeding thereon; Flickers
summer, namely the berry of the mul robins, waxwings, catbirds, Baltimore
berry tree. In this section mulberries orioles, orchard orioles, goldfinches and
begin to ripen about the same time as o f course the European sparrow. There
the cherries, but last much longer, were probably others, which I [did not
ripening from early part o f June to identify. I should add that the gold
about the first of September. From my finches were feeding under the tree on
observation I believe that the birds the ground, probably eating the seeds
prefer mulberries to cherries; there- of desiccated berries.
I hope the reader who owns the neces
B U T T E R F L IE S A N D M O TH S wanted. D evote spare, time pr all
sary ground will not pass the hint
nex t summer gathering them. I pay alm ost market prices. Some
worth several dollars. Profitable, interesting, healthfuFund easy
work fo r outdoor people.
Prepare now ancl be ready tor given in this letter
over lightly, but
“ S P R IN G .*’ Send 2c stamp for valuable information,.and begin
ners g e t instructions. JA M E S S IN C L A IR , Entomologist, Dept. 9
will plant a mulberry tree or two,
LO S A N G E L E S , C A L .

Bear Evidently Eats Paws

(or

Food.
IMiPs. Steitson o f Sandy Raver (plan
tation. pnoved hierseflf a good
shot
reoeptly when she dropped a bear
that had been sunning herself on
the wioodpile in the door yard.
It
seems that Sid Harden and some
others had followed the bear fo r a*
while, and he had come aJoog down
the road and finding this woodpile
where the sun was. shining warmly
and being pretty tired, he deeded
to take a little restMrs- Stetson looked ouft o f the
window] and saw him, and grabbing
her rifle took a shot at; him! with

good success.
I t is unusual for a bean to be
roaming abound at this season of
the year and he was probably very
hungry also as he had chewed two
o f his paws badlyHe was
very
poor(
| j ;
It is stated that bears are very
plenty in the Ran gel ey region this
season.
which in a few years will reward him
from the pleasure he will derive from
watching the happiness of our little
feathered friends.—Edmond G. Koch,
in Forest and Stream.
TOM COD SEASON ON THE K E N 
NEBEC.
The tom-cod season is now on and
! the little fi‘ b are said to be plenty
I in the river below the
Kennebec
i dam.
There is hardly enough ice
along the shores in that vicinity
: to make real good fishing, but judg: ing from the youngsters who are
] seen along the shore armed
with
; poles having w ire hooks at the end,
there is a little something doing in
I that line. But the boys are not the
j only tomepd fishermen doing busin
ess, as a flock o f six or
eight
herring gulls makes a trip from the
coast about every day and
those
birds find the shallow water along
the shores below the dam a great
feeding ground-— Kennebec Journal-

SHORTER OPEN
SEASON
Utica, N. Y .. Decemcer 31, 1913.
To the editor o f Maine Woods:
It is conceded that few er moose are
killed in Maine each year. Causes may
be many. Cow moose are not often
mothers of twins as are deer; increase
of license fee; dry fall for hunting or
too extreme in rainfall.
However, it seems time that a much
shorter open hunting season in Maine
is necessary at once. I disbelieve in a
closed season, for history shows that
result when the season is again opened.
It is an invitation to slaughter, and in
two seasons, previous conditions again
exist and nothing gained. A short op
en season is the best remedy.
Open season for other hunting and
angling is far too much.
Living from trapping, hunting and
angling nearly exterminated
otter,
beaver, martin, fisher and mink from
the Adirondacks, and Maine is fast ap
proaching the same condition from the
same causes.
S. E. Stanton.
ICE FISHERMiE;N BUSY
Some of the more enthusiastic lea
fishermen enjoyed the sport Monday
on Lake Wassookeag and some good
catches of pickerel were made. The
fish seemi to run rather small but
are biting readily.
Local* fisher
men are anticipating some real sport
on the ponds in Ripley and St. A l
bans this winter- The laws govern
ing fishing on certain days in those
ponds, it is understood, were repeal
ed by the last legislature.
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Warlm
REPEATING RIFLE

N ew
M odel

Made
in .25-20
.32-20 cal
ibres also; octa
gon barrel only; .$ 15.
Use both regular and
high velocity
cartridges.
Powerful enough for deer, safe
to use in settled districts, excellent for
target work, foxes, geese, woodchucks, etc.

.25 Rim Fire — for all game
smaller than deer. Uses car
tridges of surprising accu
racy up to 200 yards,
powerful and reli
able but cheap
It* exclusive features: the quick, smooth working “ pump” acbecauser/wttofli the wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modern

fire.

solid-top and side ejector far rapid, accurate firing, increased safety
and convenience, it has take-down construction and I'lKtry Bead
front sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these calibres.

Rifle with
round barrel

7 7Icrr/ist

$13.15

O ur 128 page catalog describe* the full
line. Sent for three stamps postage. W rite for it.

Shots

7»

777

/.

jr%

r'

^3 W illo w Street

/A te ///a r t /n fir e a r m s Co. New Haven, con*.

JOE DIGNARD AND HIS BIG TAME I amyway, because II don’t think three
months would be lo-ng enough for
BEAR
me to get one tuiles® I had a gun
Bears are
Now in .Winter Quarters on Hi# is* or a modern bear trapnot very plenty and old trappers wil
land in Wilson Pond.
tell you that it is) not an easy
thing
to catch one under the most
Joe Dignard, hunter, trapper and
all round woodsman spent Christ* favorable conditions.
Catching deer would be easier- I
mas day in Lewiston, having come
tree
from his camp on Dignard’s* I-iland, could make a snare out o f
roots
and
catch
a
deer
in
a
short
Wilson Lake. Kennebec
County,
The small roots o f an elm
where with his tame hear and a time.
tree
properly
twisted make a very
pack o f five dogs he
quartered
I should plan to get
for the winter.
Joe is in fine good snare.
form and says he is enjoying life a suit of deer skin hut believe me
I should not bother with Mr. Bruin.
immenselyAbout the fiis t workjsi spoken by And mind yipu I could catch a bear
Dignard when he met a Sun
man if it was possible for any live man
So
were:
“ Well 1 see that
fellow in this country to catch onea
Knowles killed a tame bear in his far as skinning an animal with
little four-foot pit.
Say,
that sharp rock goes, that is all right.
makes me tiredAnybody could It can be done easilykill a tame bearW h y I ’ve got a
“ Getting food would also be a
Take it
in
tame bear that w ill weigh/ 40ij very simple matterfist and I ’ll bet money I can.
I the fall of the year there are plen
It would also be a
fist and I ’l bet money I can.
I ty of .berrie?.
want no club, just my bare fist- very simple thing to catch all of
That may sound big hut its noth* |the fish one could eatThe whole
ing.
I killed one tame bear a few ! thing would be easy enough for me
years ago when Mr- Bear turned on and I ’d like the chance to try it if
me and tried to tear rue to pieces. I could see a good dollar in it. But
Mind you that bear was tame but he that bear stuff don't goWhy it
had an ugly disposition.
W hen he is ridiculous.
I ’il bet you
can’t
turned on me I grabbed him up and keep my tame bear in a four-foot
threw him to the ground with such pit tw q minuses.
And a pit that
force that it stunned him! .
Then wouldn’t hold a tame bear two min
I finished him' with my
hunting utes would never catch a wild bear.
knifeThat bear dressed
160 Not o.n your lifepounds.
A live he easily weighed
Joe* is> living alone with his bear
200 pound!?-.
and dogs on his, island in Wilson
“ But killing tame bears and wild Lake, where he is earning good mon
bears are two different thingis. To ej cutting wood.
Incidentally he
begin with you couldn’t get a wild does a little rabbit hunting and says
bear into a four-foot pit and if you he has shot 30 bunnies during the
did you couldn’t keep him in there last two weeks“ Babbits
make
and if you could you couldn’t kill pretty nice
eating,”
"aid) Joe.
him with a stick.
Not on your life- “ Course I don’t need ’enr to eat as
Mr. Wild Bear is a pretty tough I have plenty of other stuff. I can
customerAnd lie is also
pretty make as good pies and cake and in
slyI suppose I know more about fact can cook all kinds of pastrybears than any other man in New just as good as any woman in town
EnglandI have hunted them with can make them.
I feed my dogs
dogfs, I have trailed them without and bear on jolmnyoake and a bag
dogs and I have studied their habits of meal for this purpose will la t
and when anyone tells you that he me about two weeksOb, you he1
got a bear into a four-fopt pit and I live like a king.”
killed himi with a stick you can
As a woodekopper Joe is said to
just put it down that that man be one of the best in this part of
doesn’t know what he is talking a - 1 the stateHe says lie can cut
bout or else he takes you for
a eight cords o f sled-iength wood in a
suckerday, but not in the winter time whe
“ I ’d like to pull o ff that Knowles the wood is frozen“ But I can do
trick and do it right if I could i1 in the summer time and do it jus
get a good piece of money for it. I as easy as- rolling o ff a log ” —
wouldn’t do it fo r my health because Lewiston Sun.
my health isi all right Without any
back to nature .treatment- I ’d go
SUCCESSFUL QUAIL RAISING.
into the wpods and live three month
and I ’d guarantee there’d be
no
Experiments in the propagation of
funny! business about it either.
I
successfully
wouldn’t try to get any bear into a game birds have been
four-foot pit.
I shouldn’t waste , conducted this summer on the estate
any time trying to catch a bear of William Rockefeller at Tarrytown,
N- Y., under direction of Herbert KJob, Stats ornithologist of Connect
icutA man secured by Mr. Job
was employed and carried on the
work under his directionNo at
tempt was made to raise a large
number of any one sp-ecies, th,e pur
pose being to w-o.k out a practicable
system for private estates.
About
20' i youug bobwhite quail were rear
ed to maturity, with triflin g lotes and
no outbreak of any diseaseThe
Maine W oods conducts a first- pheasant rearing was successful. A
class Job Department. It is well few broods of the Hungarian par
tridge were raised, and of the tinequipped with modern type and namou, a curious Souih American
waterfowl, and a considerable flock
machinery, and is in charge of
of guinea fowl.
Under Mr.
Job’s
system the young we.e hatched by
experienced men.
bantams and the broods allowed free
No matter what you need in range by day, being shut in at night.
the way of Job Printing, you They were scattered over the great
estate, the young bloods of game
send it to
birds with their foster moti.e: s were
an attractive feature all summer in,
the wide lawns- Trapp..ng and other
game birds, also w.oodduck
and
other destruction- o f vermin was at
the same time carried pm-

JOB PRINTING

MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

IT

PAYS

TO

ADVERTISE

IN

MAINE WOODS. LOW ADVER
TISING

RATES-

deer country, has gone home not j one thousand representative Racino
County farmers.
They assert that
fully satisfied.
Stroudsburg, ,Pa-, Dec. 16Mr. Um statter says be was mak- most hunting accidents are direct
To the Editor o f Maine Woods:
ing his w ay back to the camip in ly attributable to reckless handling
Please send my paper to above the Squa Plan region one afternoon of guns by persons who are ignorant
address until April list, 1914, instead when he stepped over a log, appar of their proper useof Asbury Park, N. J.
I wish that ently fallen naturally across a run
you would use your influence as a way.
NEW JERSEY
TR APSHiOOTfNGa
sporting paper to have a repeal of
CHAMPIO NSHIP) PASSES TO !
In an instant he was jerked into
the $25 license law; for non-residents* the air by one leg and as soon as
i RED BANK MAN.
I think it unfair &imply i because he co-uld collect his senses
he
counting the expense o f a trip to the found him self dangling frppa, a ptout
Edward’ Vonlkat ten,gill, o f
Ret*
woods added and ooeit of staying, sapling, head downwardJersey S ta te
He had Bank, won the New!
from
the non-resident is leaving a lot stepped into a deer tnare set, he Championship December 13
of money in the state and practi believes, by some pot-hunter from/ a the holder o f the title, Eugene B.
Springer, by a display o f fine m arkacally paying the whole bill- for game neighboring lumber camppreservation, and is not taking out
H,e wore laoed hunting boots and manship such as is seldom seen on
one deer for every one hundred deer there wajs no way o f getting them j any grounds.
T h e new winner o f
killed.
The balance residents! get o ff but by perform ing a contortion j the title, using Rem ington-UM G
and pay nothing in way -of license. 1 feat of which he never
supposed I shell's, shot almost perfectly, drop
have been gunning in Maine
for himself capableThough he weighs ping only two targets out o f a pos
the last nine years and have spent more than 200 pounds, Mr- Umstatte sible hundred and breaking
the
on the average four weeks at some w riggled himself into
a position first 66 targets straight. Springer,
sporting camp, but this year I felt where he could cut the ttout cord who has held the title since the firsit
more on the principal o f the thing, which -held him with his
hunting of the year, had a run o f hard luck,
than the extra $10 that i:t was rub knife and shinned down the tree- and broke but 89 out of his- 100.
bing jt in on the people that keep He was so wrenched and lamed by
the camps going and 1 spent
my the experience that he was not able A SUCCESSFUL HUNTRESS
IN&
gunning time in Pennsylvania and to leave the camp for several daysPE N N S Y L V A N IA L
I also might add that I saw
more j Lawyers here to whom he applied
deer in this vicinity in one
week for a suggestion to
recompensate
Pennsylvania^ has many enthus
than I did about S.qua Pan Lake r,e- \ him for his suffering advi ied him iastic lady devotees of out-door*
gion in two weeks.
Of
course to lay his case .before the State Fish ! recreation.
A local w riter of Lew-*
moose are not here and you can le  and Game Commission.
iston says of a, successful huntress,
gally only kill one buck and the
Chief Inspecting Warden Frank in that section o f the state-’
country don’t appeal to me
like C- Perkins at the Bangor station
Miss Jeanette Bingaman is the
Maine hut I think that in all fa ir say® deer snaring used to be quite only woman to take out a hunting
ness to visiting sportsmen a $15 common, but bar! been practiced license in M ifflin county,
where
license is plenty and you
could little of late years, now that
the more than 2,000 licenses have been
make up the difference in
some warden service is extended and the 1issued this seasonMi
Bingamar*
other way if the state meedis
the penalty for game law violations very is a crack shot aud
already
has
money.
severe.
bagged a lot pf gameOne day r e 
Sincerely,
cently she shot seven rabbits, th ree
Chas. J- Black. } SOCKALEXIS INDTAN BALL P L A Y  squirrels aud three pheasants. She
ER DEAD.
is fearless in the woods and would,
YOUNG SPOTTS IN FINE FORIVt
as readily go after a bear as
a
Louis Sockalexis, a Penobscot In  rabbit.
dian, who won fame as a ball play
Thirteen-Year-Old Trapshooter Wins
e r , dropped d e a d qf heart disease
MRS. HAROLD S E W A L L R E T U R N S
Five Matches From Adults.
while engaged in a logging opera
FROM ABROADtion -in the towu of Burlington, De
Veteran trap shooters looked on cember 24.
Louis was an uncle of
It w ill be of interest to the many
in wonder as Ra.ph K- Spotts, four- Andrew Sockalexi j the marathon
acquaintances of Mrs- Harold
ML.
teen-year-old son of Ralph L- Spotts1runner, who was married the past
Sewall o f Bath to learn that shnclub champion, scored 126 clay pig fall and he was 41 yeais o f age.
has arrived home after a yea r’s aheons out of a total of 150 sprung
Like the nephew, Louis S-ockal- sence abroadMr- Sewall
w ent
for him, and won fiv e of the eight exis was a natural athlete, and was
to New York to meet her and
is.
events in the La. chmont (N.
Y-) able to run a LOU yards in 10 sec
accompanying her homeYacht.Club shoot Saturday. It was onds when at hi* best- He became
a performance the average exper known as a baseball playter in 1895-61
HOW JOEL
ienced expert could well be proud when he played centielield on the ' READING UP ON
KN O W LES CAUGHT
HIS
ofBeginning with the December Holy Cross team, his work
a t
DEER
AND
BEAR.
Cup shoot, young Ralph
returned tracting the attention, of the
b ij
full scores in f.ve st.aigkt events, league scouts.
In 1897 he was a
It is said that Miss Isabelle*
and although forced into shoot-offs ceutrefieldsr for Cleveland o f
the
won them all with several points to. I American league.
Afterwards
he Trask o f Rome is reading all a v a il
Knowlesspare.
The hoy then topped all his played on the Hartford team of the |able reports on how Joe
A fte r
efforts by scoring 25 straight
in Eastern league and with Lowell
of caught his d e «r and bear.
the Accumulation Cup event for the the New England league,
closing gaining this information she prob
only perfect score of the day.
his baseball career with Banker of j ably will adapt the system' to theShe has discov
The little fellow- is scarcely as tall the Maine Slate league- For some capture of foxec\
as the gun he carries,, but he is a seasons past he has- officiated as ered that had she taken one o f thr^e
animals alive, recently, instead o f
stockily built chap who hast accom- j umpire in local leaguesshooting it, she might be som e
panied hit' father on- frequent wild
duck shooting trips, each with his WOULD A LTER DEER-HUNTIN G thousands o f dol.ars richer. Mis&
Trask is a very good shot and neat
own pet gun and both shooting Rem
LAW.
ington-UMC shells as at the traps. ly dropped Reynard with a bullet
This is young Spotts’ second sea -on
She was ju bi
Those who have rai ed objections , through the head.
at the traps.
H e has been im- , to the present state laws in regard j lant when she found it was a “ s ilv e r
proving in every shoot, but nobody to deer hunting w ill have a chance gray’’ and that the pelt was worth
was prepared for the remarkably to give their protests effective ex  $500Her jo y was somewhat d i
fine showing made Saturdaypression by s gning petitions
ask minished, however, when she learned
Ralph L- Spotts, , father of the |ing the Legislature to alter the law the value o f a live one.
young man whose future as a trap which are new .being circulated say®
shooter seems so- b ighit, and W'ho the Springfield RepublicanThe K IL L DEER IN ZOO TO
FEED
was out -shot by his son fo r the fir s t ! petitions were received yesterday by
THE POORtime, Saturday was- a member
of Francis H. Rowley, president of the
the victorious American Trap Shoot Massachusetts society for the pre
A feature o f the Christmas
ob
ing Team at the Olympic Games. vention of -cruelty to animals
and servance in Council Bluff1, Iowa wag;
He firm ly believes that every
boy are *n the hands o f Dexter A- At- j the killing o f tw o deer that have
should learn the us,e of arml / and kins, .the local agent fo r the socie
been kept in the public zoo and the
ammunition as part of his life equip ty, and Deputy Chief o f
Police distribution of the meat, more th&a
menC *
Charles M- Wright.
Mr- Rowley in 100Ct pounds, to the poor of th e
“ I do not believe that closer ob- ! the letter which accompanied
the cityservance of the laws of -pure, clean copy of the petition cited many in
sport can be found anywhere than stances where deer had. been shot
among trap siiooters,” Mr.
Spotts, but not killed and later found
by
Sr-, said in answer to the report game wardens, who had .to kill t-hem
er’s inquiry*.
to end their suffering.
The peti
“ A t the traps,”
continued
Mr- ; tion calls for some legislation which
0. w. PICKEL,
Spotts, “ Every man stands on
his will stop or at least decrease
T A X ID E R M IS T
the
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fi&hinjr Taekte,
own merits- and is so- judged- Crook- ! cruelty! now connected with the open Indian
Vocrasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
M AIM 3k
edness is severely condemned and 1seasonThe lirt of signers to the R A N G E LE Y .
the square deal is exalted.
This petition is growing rapidly and those
is good atmosphere for a boy to who wish to sign can find the p eti
‘431onmouth 31oecasfns”
They are made for
get into just as be is form ing ideals-; tion at any time on Chief W right's
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
If he learns only the principles of desk at police headquarters.
Known the world over for exceifairness and how1to take a beating |
lence. Illustrated catalogue free*
and give one with equal grace, it FARM ERS W A N T SCHOOLS
TO I
M . I,. C E T C H ELL CO .,
would seem, to me t.o be well worth
GIVE SHOOTING COURSE.
} Monmouth,
.
.
.
Mai»*>
while.
“ Then, too, a boy should be tau-g t
Almost, co-incident with the move
to handle arms an-d ammunition in  ment started by the National Rifle
RODS A N D SNOWSHOES
telligently, not only that he may not Association to
conduct
shooting
I make Rangeley wood and spiifc
get on. the ’didn’t know it
was
tournaments in the public schools bamboo rods for fly fishing and trollinjp.
loaded’ li-t but that he may acquire
of the larger cities o f the
United Rods to let. Snowshoes to order.
the quickness and1 steadiness of ban
States, comes a demand from the
E. T. HOAR, Rangeley, Me.
and eye, the poise aud control and
Racine County (W is e )
Farmers’
the many other benefits that cohie ! Protection Association for a shoot
to the trained shooter-”
ing gallery in every school.
The FREE IN F O R M A T IO N ON HOW T O
farmers insist that city boys and DO T A N N IN G —Send fo r our illnEK
M ASS AC H USE TJTS MAN SNARED girls, especially, need to be taught
trated circulars; on taxidermist work*
BY A DEER TRAP.
how to handle fire arms intelligently custom tanning and manufacturing off
and w ill petition the next legisla ladies’ furs, robes, coals, rugs, glove*
R. G. Umsta/tter o f Newark, N. J., ture to order an adequate training and mittens, from the trapper to w tiione o f the last of the licensed hunt in every city school in Wisconsin.
«r. W. W. Weaver, Reading, Mich.
ers to go down to Bangor from t-he
The Association numbers about
OUR SENTIMENTS TOO

TAXIDERMISTS
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whom it was settled
Damariscotta has 'an Indian name
meaning “ alewife p la ce" or “ river o f
little fishes."

Why Pay Extra for
Dried-tJp Tobacco?

D exter was named fo r Judge Samuel
Dexter, candidate fo r governor of Mas
sachusetts in 1816.

Fairfield was given the name from
the beauty of the surrounding fields.
Fort Kent took the name of a fort
which was called a fte r Gov. Edward
Kent.
T h at’s what you do when you buy chopped-up
Gorham is named, according to same,
tobacco in a tin, b a g or foil wrapping. You pay extra fo r Col. Shubael Gorham, one of the
for the package— and get dried-up tobacco that bums fast original proprietors. Another authority
says it was named fo r Capt. John
and hot and bites your tongue.
Gorham, an early proprietor.
W h e n you buy Sickle P lu g you get more tobacco,
Hallowed owes its name to Benjamin
because there’s no package to pay for. Y ou get better Hallowed, a large proprietor in the
tobacco, because all the flavor and moisture are pressed Kennebec patent.
Turner owes its name to Rev. Chas.
into the plug, and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper.
Y ou whittle a pipeful off the plug as you need it— and Turner o f Scituate, Mass.
Vassalboro was named for Floren
you’re alw ays sure of fresh tobacco that bums slowly,
tine Vassall, a proprietor of the
and smokes cool and sweet.
Plymouth patent.
Convenient and economical. Doesn't crowd your
Vinalhaven derived its name from
pocket— no tobacco spilled and wasted. Try Sickle today John Vinal o f Boston.
Warren is one of the many places
— your dealer sells it.
named for Joseph Warren, who fed in
the battle o f Bunker H id.
W eds is supposed to have been
named from the English town.
Windham Center was named from
the earls Egremont.
Winthrop took its name from the
Winthrop family,- whose founder in
America was John Winthrop, go v
ernor o f the Massachusetts Colony in
1629.
Wiscasset has an Indian name signify
ing “ place of the yellow pin e."
York was named fo r the duke of
York, James II., of England.
Hampden was named for the Eng
JMANY
M AINE
TOWNS
HAVE
Augusta was given the name o f Au lish patriot, John Hampden.
gusta o f Saxe-Gotha, w ife of Freder
NAMES OF IN DIAN ORIGIN.
Livermore took the name o f Deacon
ick, Prince of Wales.
A county in Elijah Livermore, an early settler.
Virginia also bears her name.
Machias has an Indian name, from
The story o f the naming of the thriv
Bath took the name of the English machisses, “ bad small fa d s ."
ing towns o f Maine abounds with ro
Madison is one of the numerous geo
city o f Bath.
mantic interest.
Many places were
graphical
namesakes of
President
Biddeford was named for the place in
named by the first Americans, the In
James Madison.
England
whence
some
of
the
early
set
dians, who generally
made use of
Millinocket is Indian named, the
phrases descriptive o f the landscape or tlers emigrated.
word meaning “ place full of islands."Brunswick was given the name of
commemorative o f some event that
Parsonsfield was named for Thomas
took place in the vicinity. A large the house o f Brunswick, to which the
Parsons, an early proprietor.
number o f towns have designations reigning king of Great Britain. William
Pittsfield was called after William
transferred from the English homes III, belonged.
Pitts o f Boston.
Calais has the name o f the French
•of the early settlers. Others bear the
Pittston is one of the many places
names o f their founders or early pro- city opposite Dover, England.
in the country named fo r Sir William
Eastport was first called Moose Is
prietors.
Pitt, earl o f Catham, the celebrated
The origin o f these place-names has land, but was later incorporated under
English statesman.
been traced by the United States geo its present name in token o f its being
Poland is said to have been named
logical survey, with the assistance of the most eastern city in the United
for a noted Indian chief.
States.
history students within the state.
Porter bears the name o f Dr. Aaron
The state itself is said to have been : Gardiner was named for bylvester
Porter, an early proprietor.
named fo r the private estate o f Henri Gardiner, one o f the proprietors o f the
Rumford is said to have been named
etta Maria, in Maine, a province of old Plymouth patent.
for Count Rumford.
Old Town was so called because of its
France. Another authority declares it
Sanford was named for Peleg San
was so called because the fishermen of having been a town site from aborig
ford, an early proprietor.
the islands along the coast referred to inal times.
Standish is a namesake of Miles
Rockland derived its name from its
the mainland as the main, it being re
Standish.
granite
quarries.
ferred to in some early documents as
Thomaston was so called a fter Gen.
Saco has an Indian name, from sohk
Mayn.
John Thomas o f Massachusetts.
or
sauk,
“
pouring
out;’
'
hence
the
out
Bangor was so called by Rev. Seth
Noble, from an old psalm tune as most let or discharge o f a river or lake.
OPENING TO U K N E Y
OF
THE,
W aterville was so named because of
-residents o f this city are aware.
S IL V E R FOILS.
Portland was named, indirectly, from its situation at Ticonic Falls on the
Kennebec river, which furnishes the
the town o f Portland, in England.
“ Pinehurst, N. C., Dec. 27, 1913.
Lewiston owes its name to the foun m otive power for the factories of the

Slice it as
you use

ders, the Lew is families.

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
STRONG
P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S leave Strong for Farm 
ington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P . M .: for Phillips
at 12 31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and fo r Rangeley at
5.47 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 6-50
P. M.
P A S S E N G E R T R A IN S arrive at Strong from
Farmington at 12.31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M.: from
Phillips at 6.23 A. M.; and from Rangeley and
Phillips at 1-37 P. M.; and Bigelow and Kingfield
« t 1.26 P. M.
M IX E D T R A IN S leave Strong for Farmington
at 8.45 A. M.; and for Kingfield at 5.60 P. M.
M IX E D T R A IN S arrive at Strong from Phil
lips at 8.46 A . M .; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M.
and from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.

PHILLIPS
P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves
Phillip^ for
Farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.16 P. M.; for
Rangeley at 6.15 P. M.
P A S S E N G E R T R A IN arrives at Phillips from
Farmington at 12.63 P. M. and 6.10 P. M.; from
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
M IX E D T R A IN leaves Phillips for Farm ington at 7.80 A. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
M IX E D T R A IN arrives at Phillips from Farm 
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 8.00 P. M.

RANGELEY
P A S S E N G E R T R A I N leaves Rangeley for
Farmington at 10.40 A . M .; and urrives from
Farmington at 8.00 P. M.
M IXE D T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
A. M .; and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A. M.

SALEM
PASSENG ER T R A IN
Farmington at 12.60 P.
Farmington and Strong
M IXED T R A IN leaves
Farmington at 1.15 P .
Strong at 6.25 P. M.

leaves for Strong
M .; and arrives
at 2.28 P. M.
Salem for Strong
M .; and arrives

and
from
and
from

KINGFIELD
P A S S E N G E R T R A IN leaves Kingfield for
Farmington at 12.40 P. M.: and arrives from
Farmington and Strong at 2.60 P. M., and from
Bigelow at 4.60 P. MMIXED T R A IN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow
at 7.46 A. M. and fo r Strong at 12.35 P. M.
M IXED T R A IN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30
A. M. and from Strong at 6.60 P. M.

BIGELOW
M IXED T R A IN leaves Bigelow for Strong
und Farmington at 10.00 A . M., and arrives from
Kingfield at 9.15 A. M.
PA S S E N G E R T R A IN arrives from Farmington
and Strong at 3.43 P. M .;an d leaves for Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.

F. N. B E A L , G. P. A.

city.
B elfast was named by James Miller,
an early settler, from his native city in
Ireland.
Brewer owes its name to Col. John
Brewer, a first settler.
Ellsworth took its name from Oliver
Ellsworth, one o f the delegates to
the national Constitutional convention.
Houlton was named for an early
settler, Joseph Houlton.
Kennebunk is Indian named, the
phrase being said to mean “ long water
place."
Skowhegan has an Indian name, said
to signify “ spearing” or “ place of
w atch ."
South Berwick was given the name
o f an English city.
Waldoboro owes its name to Brig.
Gen. Samuel Waldo o f Boston.
Bar Harbor was so named from a
sandy bar, visible only at low tide.
Bethel is one o f the numerous places
in the country named from Bethel in
Palestine.
Bjothbay derived its name from the
town in England.
Bridgton was named from an early
settler, Moody Bridges.
Bristol is one o f the many towns in
the United States named from the city
o f Bristol in England.
Bucksport owes its name to Col.
Jonathan Bucks o f Haverhill, an early
settler.
Buxton was named from the native
place o f Rev. Paul Coffin, the first min
ister.
Camden was so called in honor of
Chief Justice Pratt, Earl of Camden,
a friend o f the colonies during the
Revolution. Camden, N. J., and many
other places in the country took his
name.
Castine derived its name from Baron
de St. Castine, a French nobleman, by

January fifth is the date o f the open
ing tourney o f the Silver Foils and
there are twenty-one events in all in
cluding A pril 4. Three times as many
trophies all in exquisite taste are o f
fered for members of what is undoubt
edly the only women’s golfing club in
the world. The full program:
January 5—Kickers handicap. First
and second prizes.
January 13—Handicap vs. bogey.
First and second prizes.
January 17—Putting contest.
Januray 20—Swatfest (match play
vs. the field.) Tw o prizes.
January 27, 28, 29, 30.—Three ball
match.
(27 to qualify.) Play-off on
six-point system. Three prizes.
January 31— Putting contest.
February 2— Foursome. Two prizes.
February 11—Prizes for best net
score in qualifying round o f St. Valen
tine’s tournament.
February 14 -Approaching and put
ting contest.
February 17— Best selected twelve
holes, (six on each nine.)
First and
second prizes.
February 24—Four-ball match. Two
prizes.
February 28—Putting contest.
March 5—Cemetery contest. First
and second prizes.
March 10—Sw atfest (match play vs.
the field.) First and second prizes.
March 14— Putting contest.
March 17—18—F o u r t h a n n u a l
Championship under handicap, 36 holes
medal play (18 holes No. 1 course, 18
holes No. 2 course.) First and second
prizes; also prize for best gross score.
March 19— Mixed foursome, medal
play. Two prizes.
March 2'T-SpeciaI tournament for all
those who have not won prizes during
the season. First and second prizes.
March 28— Putting contest.

S

T A R T on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells—the
ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
quality and results.
It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success
at the traps or in the field.

“ STE E L W H ERE STE E L BE LO N G S"

S H O T CUN S H E LLS
give real and complete satisfaction, but their cost is within the reach of
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, O.,
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out o f 200 with Peters “ T a r g e t " —medium
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
Championship o f the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
“ High Gun” —medium priced Shell fo r Dense Smokeless.
Say PE T E R S when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
Sportsmen's Handy Book, with 1013 Game Law s. F R E E for the asking.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Branches:

NEW YO RK

N E W O R LE A N S

G E N U IN E

S A N FRANCISCO

PALM ER

Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALM ER who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.
In complete assortment for immediate
delivery.
TRADE

M ARK

Catalogue on request
SO LE A G E N T FOR U.S.A.

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY, BOSTON, M ASS.

STYLES40J1-2

April 2—Handicap vs. bogey. First
and second prizes.
April 4—Approaching and putting
contest.
MISSING

MEN

men if the open season began in De1camber, for there would be a thinning
I out o f leaves and other foliage, and the
meat would be finer eating.—American
! Field.
YOUNG WOMAN GETS R E M AR K
ABLE CATCH OF PICKEREL.

The ides o f November! The great
When it comes to catching pick
north woods! Missing men! A trio of
be
coincidences that causes one to stop, erel, Miss Maude M iller must
Miss Miller
think and ponder.
Why “ missing classed as an expertmen?” Is not the law that makes the and her uncle, D. L- Knowlton tried
at
open season on deer during their rutt their luck Monday afternoon
the
ing season, and when the foliage on the W ebber pond, juut hack o f
Th ey only cut four
trees and the undergrowth is still too power house.
dense to discern clearly moving objects, holes and in two hours had .taken 15
handsome pickerel, the string w eigh
at fault?
A peculiar fea t
Missing men! What pathos in these I ing 2 3 pounds.
ure
of
the
trip
is
that
Miss M iller
two words; and why? Ignorance of
the
natural laws and conditions by those landed 14 out o f the string,
largest
o
f
which
weighed
pounds.
who are intrusted with the great re
sponsibility of enacting laws for the This is considered remarkable, for
a young lady— Portland Presspeople at large.
There is no more dangerous animal
GIVES ADVICE ON
HANDLING
than a strong, healthy, sharp pronged
LOADED RIFLE.
buck in the rutting season, and woe to
the man who encounters a virile buck
A few minutes after he had warn
when in the vicinity o f that buck and
ed a companion that it was very
his harem of does.
But the experi
dangerous to handle a loaded rifle
enced deer hunter knows how to circum
by the muzzle, and that a brother
vent this danger; but he does not, alas,
o f his had been killed by such an
too often, know how to circumvent the
accident, W illiam Hanning, a re gis
danger of being shot by inexperienced,
tered guide o f Island Falls, had a
reckless shooters that infest the woods,
hair-breadth escape ft’om| death in
men who will thoot at anything mov
a wood lot a few 1miles back of
ing, though prevented by the dense
Brewer Monday afternoonWhile
foliage from clearly distinguishing the
getting over a fence with a loaded
object that attracted their attention.
rifl© he slipped and drew hisi rifle
Then, again, venison is not palatable
toward him.
It was
discharged
when cut from the carcass o f a rutting
blowing o ff the end of a finger and
buck, when the flesh is “ stron g,"
inflicting a flesh wound on his
often unto rankness, and overheated
scalp.
He was prostrated by the
with the excitement of the breading
accident and it was first thought lie
season.
The time when venison is
was killedThe most of one fin g
prime is just before the breeding
er had to be amputated.
season begins, or soon after the rutting
season is ended.
There would not be so many missing SUBSCRIBIE FOR MAINE WOODSl

THE

SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
(Published weekly,

Established 1874.)

Subscription $4- a year, $2. for 6 months: Sample copy free if you mention Maine Woods

The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
special reporters, giving authoritative reports o f leading events in the
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter
esting articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou o f all
subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting:, Fish
and Fishing-, Natural History. Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting. Rifle, Revolver
and Pistol, Queries and Answers- .

SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRiAL SUBSCRIPTION'
I-f not more than satisfied with it the money w ill be refunded on request

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
801 MASONIC jTEMPLB. CHICAGO.
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chair on his head.”
It is useless to and during the night succeed in kick tation and every man responded, ex
state that the “ Pilot” was in bad hu. ing a good-sized opening in one side of cepting the “ M ate.”
the stable. Hostler “ Toad” regularly
While none o f us seemed to know just
mor for the balance o f the day.
ISSUED WEEKLY
made repairs as long as the supply of where we were at, the consensus o f
Later on the “ Tenderfoot” saw his
lumber lasted, but Barney would open opinion was that we had gone too far to
first deer—three does; they passed him
it up every night.
the right, and that by bearing sharp to
side by side. On our way back to camp
Phillips, Maine
Monday
morning
we
were
all
out
the le ft we would come out. This wea
cottontail
exposed
himself
to
the
Pinehurst, N. G., J an. 3, 1914.
early on account o f “ Toad, " w h o by did, and a fter traveling some distance
“
Tenderfoot”
and
his
.32
special,
and
L. B. BRACKETT,
Inquiries and entries assure a record
Business Manager attendance both in speed and represen this with a gray squirrel which the the way is as regular as an alarm clock finally came out to an old road some
“ Pilot” found was the extent of the and is in the habit o f going off close on distance beyond and to the right o f the
tation, for Pinehurst's seventh annual game for the day.
to four o'clock every morning, and we watchers,-whereupon “ Toad,” who was
Midwinter Handicap scheduled for Jan
OUTING EDITION
It was just about dusk. The cooks were half way up the mountain before keeper of the log, declared that this
drive should be known as the “ Sun
| pairea ......................................... $ 1.00 per year uary 21, 22, 23 and 24.
In the list are were busy preparing the evening meal, daylight.
LOCAL EDITION
The first watch was at the “ Splash shine” drive.
many who have been contestants, the and the “ Tenderfoot” was exercising
t l and 16 p a e e a ............................. $1.60 per year
It then occurred to us that the
j the ax at the woodpile when he noticed D.’ m ,” and the drive was made with,
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama eub- nucleus for the congenial groups which
“ Mate” in his instructions to the drivout
raisirg
anything.
Then
another
at
a
pheasant
light
in
a
tree
that
stood
“
shoot
the
shoot”
once
again
at
the
aeription 60 centa extra. Foreign uubecription
evening
fireside circle.
“ Loving about 60 yards below the camp. The the “ Swamp,” with like results, and ! ers may have meant “ to follow the
76 cents extra.
friends are good advertisers” in all “ Tenderfoot” rushed into the camp, on to the “ K e ttle ,” with nothing do j ‘SON’ ” instead o f the SUN, for he
Bntered aa second class matter. January 21, truth and it is these friends whose in grabbed the Author’s Ithaca hammer ing; after lunch the “ Sassafras” drive, ; made connections with the watchers.
“ Tenderfoot” jumped
Saturday, our last day in camp, wa
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under terest has been responsible for Pine- less, and opened the back door, which in which the
the Act of March 3. 1879.
decided to drive “ Strikers” Point, on
gave him a good view without going one, but did not get a shot.
hurst's trap shooting preeminence.
We hunted hard Tuesday and Wed j the Cove Mountain.
The watchers
With hotel accommodations ranging outside. When the gun cracked the
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire from $1.50 a day upwards, easy o f ac pheasant dropped, a clean kill at 60 nesday, but were unsuccessful in get j were sent to their stations, and afterstate of Maine as to Hunting. T rapping. Camp
ting a buck, and some o f the party v ere I sufficient time had been allowed the
cess from all points, with special tour- yards.

MAINE WOODS MIDWINTER
HANDICAP
J. W. Brackett Co.

ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
locally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new
address.
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A P E N N S Y L V A N IA HUNT

By “ B. Shot”
Hunting experiences as published in
the National Sportsman are apt to, and j
invarsably do, raise the blood of a true
T R A P SHOOTING A T P IN E H U R S T .
sportsman several degrees.
Not only
.
—— that; they remind him o fso m e of the -jS(-»8 rates, and offering diversified atThe “ Pilot” remarked that he beginning to feel rather blue—three drivers started.
hunting trips in which he has partici tractions in golf, tennis, riding, motor thought it might be a good plan to
days o f hard hunting and nothing do- 1 ‘ -pop” was high man, and on the
pated, some of which if recorded would ing and quail shooting, it at once be leave the door open, as it was just pos
inKvery top o f the point was the “ P ilot,”
no doubt prove quite as interesting to comes a delightful place to. for a time, ! sible that there might be more shoot
Thursday morning all were out bright I 200 yards down, perched cn a stump,
the brothers.
forget drear winter and live again ing necessary. He had scarcely deliv and early, up “ Barr Bottom,” through j while the “ Mate” and “ Frank” were
Our 1912 party consisted of four, “ autumn” days in The Land of Sun ered his opinion when I noticed him
tne “ K ettle,” then the “ Mud Hole” still farther in line,
three of whom were members of 1911 shine.
reaching for the Ithaca and making for and to Davies place without starting
The drivers were threshing the brush
hunting trip, while the fourth member,
the rear door. The gun cracked, but anything. It was lunch time. A fte r in fine style, and it was not long before
who had never hunted any large game, I leading the other.
the pheasant didn’t tarrv.
luncheon aiid a consultation it was de- ! the “ P ilot’ s” .30-30cracked, then again
w ill be known as the “ Tenderfoot.”
The “ Tenderfoot” didn’t say any cided to drive “ Grapevine Ridge.” and the next was a war whoop, and w e
Everything worked out nicely until
The head of the party will be de after we had made the ford, when it thing, but he grabbed the Ithaca, The “ P ilot” was in charge, and after knew that something was down. W e
signated as the “ Pilot,” a title which became necessary for me to get out of shoved in a shel’ , and planted himself instructing the drivers where to start all responded to his signals, and as
he justly earned long before his hair the spring wagon to open a gate. Af- ; i i the doorwray. It was almost dark he commenced to place the watchers.
“ Pop” described it, there was a black
turned gray as a navigator on the old ter driving through the gate the horse ; when another shot rang out, and we
W e went out on an old road for some son-of-a-gun, ” or as fine a black bear
Loyalsock and Susquehanna rivers. I was leading commenced to kick and had two pheasants.
distance, and “ Pop” was the first man as you sometimes, not often, see. The
The second member, a son of the “ P i
As the “ Pilot” came to a front and hind feet were soon tied
play, and having nothing but a halter
A fter the evening meal was over the ! placed.
lo t,” will be known as the “ Mate,” with which to hold it the question soon “ Pilot” said that he was going to ex large, fiat rock in this old road, he together, and cutting a pole his bearwhile the “ Tenderfoot” and the Author arose as to which was doing the lead-1
amine the “ Ka-flich” gun and if possi- ; turned to “ Pop” and remarked that ship was slung from the shoulders of
constitute the four.
ing—the horse or the Author. The ble determine just what caused the he wanted a good shot to stay here, two o f the party, and the start down as,
The “ Pilot” is the fortunate as well honors were about evenly divided for failure.
“ and you can stand on the rock where I steep a mountain as you sometimes,
as happy possessor of a cabin, located something like ten minutes, and I w a n t: Accordingly he secured some screw you will have good footing.”
“ All j not often, find was made.
on the Loyalsock, at or near the mouth to assure you that the horse was not drivers, pliers, and various other tools, right, "said “ Pop” “ I will remain here,
It was most difficult and trying work
of Little Bear Creek, which is a de doing all the stunts.
and with the assistance of the “ Mate” if a buck comes out to me I will kill to carry the bear, on account of the al
lightful spot in the summer time and
most perpendicular rocky mountain
While this circus-ring exhibition was 1proceeded to investigate. Upon open him.”
very conveniently located for a hunting going on the “ Mate” had a reserved ing up the working parts they were
Frequently the carriers would
The “ Pilot” then left the old road side.
camp, as it is surrounded on either side j seat on the spring wagon, and 1 feel found to have received a too liberal and started out through the brush lose their footing, and down they would
of the Loyalsock by mountains, any positive that he did most of the rooting application of bear grease, which would along the ridge. A lter walking about go, with the bear cn top o f them; and
and all of which are good deer-hunting j for the horse.
A fter the circus was not when cold permit the proper action two hundred yards he stopped and di then others w’ould have to lift the beargrounds.
1over we proceeded to the barn and o f the firing pin. The bear grease was rected the others to continue along the before they could regain their feet. A t
A fte r months of anticipation the I cared for the horses, returning to camp removed with a gasoline bath, and af ridge. About two hundred yards fa r last the foot of the mountain was
time finally arrived when we were to via a suspension foot-bridge over the ter assembling the various parts the ther on I stopped. The “ Tenderfoot” reached, with a fairly good road. Soon
start for camp. On the 14th of Novem- Loyalsock.
20 30 was tried out, with satisfactory proceeded about th< same disnance be-1 camp was made, where the bear was
yond, and “ Lin,” being the last man, ‘ hung up alongside of the buck and
the Author took the nine o’clock car,
The “ Pilot” being the head of the results.
and after about a four-mile ride arrived party, assigned each member to his
The “ Pilot,” who is a firm believer went still farther on, whieh gave us a dressed.
“ George” and “ Henny” both had
at the home of the “ Pilot,” whom he particular duty.
The “ Mate” was in the good qualities of bear grease for line hard to get by.
found anxiously awaiting his arrival. made hostler, the “ Tenderfoot” was to various ailments and conditions, now
A fte r supper “ Pop” was asked to their kodaks along, and photos w ere
He had the spring wagon loaded with cut and carry wood and water besides admits that for some things it is not tell us how it happened, and as near as taken.
While there is nothing unusual or re
ten days’ rations, and we were soon making himself generally useful, while good.
I can recall it was something like this:
off for a ten-n.ile drive up the Loyal the “ Pilot” and the Author were to do
The next day was Snnday, and we “ I was standing on that flat rock in the markable in the fact that both the buck
sock.
cooks decided that we would have old road, as you remember, and the and the bear were killed by the twothe cooking.
We only made two stops on the way,
We turned in early, as we wanted to something extra for dinner, having drivers had just come within hearing oldest members of the party, yet the
first at the grist mill for a supply of j be up and out in good season the next more time to prepare it. A fte r look when presently I heard four shots off “ Pilot” in a very consoling manner
horse feed, then at Slab Town for morning which was Friday. The cooks ing over our supplies we concluded that to my right. This of course was the j remarked that “ there was no use o f
something the “ Pilot’ neglected to get were out and breakfast over long tx- rabbit and pheasant stew, with plenty ‘Tenderfoot’ and looking in that direc- ! sending boys to do men’ s work.”
before starting, and then on to camp, fore daylight, and we were off up the ©f thick gravy, buckwheat cakes, tion I noticed a white-oak tree and on
It was not long before we heard the
arriving there about noon. The “ Mate” I mountain.
sweet potatoes and coffee, would be in either side a small opening. I first drivers coming.
Bang! bang! bang!
and the “ Tenderfoot” were not ex- i The first drive was made by the “ Pi order.
caught sight of the buck in the brush bang! went the “ Tenderfoot’ s .32 spec
pected until late in the afternoon, as : lot” and the Author at the “ Splash
“ The “ Tenderfoot” when advised of some distance beyond this opening on 1ial. A fte r the first crack you can take
they were going to start some hours |Dam” in Barr Bottom, with the result the proposed menu thought that it was the right of the oak, and as he dashed it from me that every wacther on the
later, driving in to camp with a single ! that the “ Mate” who was on the going some, but I took notice that he into the open I pulled on him, and then : line had his eyes and ears open if they
rig.
However, we had just time j watch, discovered a doe sneaking went as far as anyone when dinner was quick turned for the opening on theji were not before. In a few minutes w e
enough to unload the supplies when through the brush about twenty-five served.
left of the 08k, expecting to get anoth- j.heard “ Pop’s” old Colt sputter once,
they arrived.
W e o f course accused ! yards from him, but he refused to shoot
In the evening the “ Mate” proposed er shot there, but the buck did not pass and then two shots as fast as only he
them o f fast driving, but later expla- j a bald head. Several more drives were that we go down to Oscar. This was the oak. Then I began to get suspi- jj could work the slide, which told the
nations developed that they experi-1made during the day, but they failed to about one and one-half miles down the cious, and sure enough, when I reached ! story, and was the recall. W ell, “ Pop”
enced a serious attack o f fever, and j produce a buck, and we returned te stream. The “ Pilot” and the “ Ten the spot where I last saw him he was had done just what he said he would
really started soon after we did.
We |camp good and tired at night time. The derfoot” did not seem to fall in with down and out.”
do not ten minutes belore—he had
soon had the horses in the shed and the ■cooks soon had a hearty meal prepared, the proposition so the “ Mate” and the
On Friday the famous “ Sunshine” killed the buck with one shot. The
kettle boiling for luncheon.
and if I do say so it was something Author started out together.
The drive occurred. Several drives had “ Tenderfoot” had missed with every
A fte r luncheon the first thing was to ! scandalous the way that grub disap moon was fairly bright, and we arrived been mads without putting anything one of the four shots—just punctured
gather and prepare sufficient wood for ! peared.
at Oscar without any serious mishap.
out, and the party were gathered in an , the atmosphere as it were.
the camp stove, which, by the way, is I Saturday, morning we were out
W e met with a very cordial recep old road discussing as to what next and
It did not take long for the entirea good fuel-eater. We succeeded in ! bright and early.
An old friend of tion and it was not long before Oscar where to go to get a buck.
party to assemble, and the buck was
gathering a couple o f loads of drift- ; ours whom we call “ Henny, ” a jolly produced some excellent cider—later
The “ M ate” suggested that we drive hung up, dressed, and on its way to.
wood, besides a couple of dry chestnut j good fellow, came into camp, and being some apples; then it was cider and ap through to the “ Sassafras,” it being on i camp inside o f thirty minutes.
logs which we found along the bank of ; alone he accepted our invitation to hunt ples, apples and cider, and I am not our way toward camp, and accordingly
We had not carried him far when.
the stream.
This when worked up j wiih us.
He carried a .303 Savage, quite sore whether we finished up with the watchers were sent to their proper smoke was seen on a ridge to our right.
made very good firewood, and in addi and his shooting qualifications were apples or cider—ask the “ Mate.” A t places under the “ Mate’s directions, Dropping buck, guns, and sheddingtion to this we cut a green hardwood well known.
any rate, we spent a very pleasant and his instructions to the drivers were 1coats, every man was on the job asr.
tree that stood near by.
As the “ Pilot” picked up his .30—.30 evening, and upon our return to camp to follow the sun.
soon as possible, and after a good twoWe were anxious to get everything in |Winchester he remarked that he was found the “ Pilot” and “ Tenderfoot”
A fte r allowing the watchers twenty hours’ fight the fire was under control.
good shape so that we might get an somewhat in doubt as to its working anxiously awaiting us.
minutes to reach their stations the Had we been thirty minutes later the
early start in the morning, it being the properly, it having on former occasions
During the day another party ar drivers formed a line about 100 yards entire mountain would have been
first day o f the hunting season.
developed what we term a “ Ka-fiich” rived at a camp located only a short distant from each other, the “ Mate be burned over and the hunting ruined.
A fte r we had secured the wood the disorder, owing to the fact that it re distance from us, which consisted of ing the first man, and drove in a wes As it was, about three acres were
“ Mate” and the Author started to take quired more than one blow of the ham “ Pop,” “ Uncle,” “ Toad,” “ Turk,” terly direction, which was toward the
(Continued on page 8.)
the horses across the Loyalsock to a mer to explode a shell, and so he pro “ Lin,”
“ George,”
“ H arry,”
and sun. This course was held for perhaps
barn. In order to do this it was neces posed to test it on the first game he “ Frank.”
They were all jolly good one-half hour, at any rate long enough
sary to ford the stream. The stream saw.
fellows, and after talking matters over to have reached the watchers who
YOU N E E D N ’T keep on feeling dis
being too high to ford in
at the
tressed after eating, no belching, nor
A drive was arranged, and the “ Pi it was decided that wo would hunt to were stationed along the old road.
experiencing nausea between meals.
mouth of Little Bear Creek, we were lot” was one of the watchers.
Sure gether.
About this time it occurred to some Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures dyspepsia—it
obliged to go upstream for about one enough, out came a buck.
“ Ka fiici.”
They have a small stable close by for of the drivers that possibly they were strengthens t he s' crunch and other di
and one-half miles to another fording went the .30—.30, and the buck disap- the horses, which were soon cared for not traveling in just the right direction gestive organs for the proper perform
place, the “ Mate” driving o thene peared. “ Why” said the “ Pilot” “ he and fed.
One of them, Barney by to connect with the watchers, and word ance of their functions. Take Hood’s.
horse hitched to the spring wagon and had a regular ‘Dady Finicle’ rocking name, is something of a fresh-air fiend, was passed along the line for a consul*4 n
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CLASSIFIED
One cant n word in advance. Mo headline or
tdier display. Subjects in a. b. e. order

FOR &ALE.
ft)*, JiALB— Vlttaf* tfteAd la PJuUipa
IJ g f r Village.
Laauir* o€ J. JBIa Jjm

XMAS CAROLS
SUNG TO SHUT-INS
Party Attend the Christmas Enter
tainment at Dallas—The Reds
to Furnish the Sapper.

Mrs. E. I. Herrick and fam ily, Mrs.
Frank Hood and family, Rev. and Mrs.
H. A. Childs and family.
Refresh
ments were served during the evening
and a very pleasant evening was en
joyed by all.
Mrs. Colby of Lewiston is the guest
o f her son, Dr. Fred B. Colby.

•he Company for the free use o f the
rooms as well as for tihe many* other
■courtteBiitfci wbiickj tihe Assoroiaction
has received oft its hand; .

this cityHe all o thanked
the
officers for the manner in
which
they had conducted the business of
the .ajssociatjon during the year.

President Walter B.
Parker of
FOB
Portland, in his annual address, re  RE,PORT ; OF SECRETARY
TH E FISCAL YEAR ENDING
viewed the work o f the Assoc liutikxn
DEC. 1, 1913.
during 1913, and offered several suggcfcrtions fo r the future.
T o the directors and members o f the
In begin rin g -he said,, “ The Maine
Maine AutdmoibiLei Association:
Automaton e Association, ba^s had a
The past year has been a very
very prosperous year. Our organ succa’ tslul one.
On Dec. 1, 1912,
ization has finally teocm e the rec
our membership was 1952; on Dec- 1
ognized leader in the cause of 1913, it was 2678, showing an
in 
good roads in our state. We
may crease for the year o f 726. Since
truthfully saji that about all
the
Dec- 1, there have been added
71,
proretls toward bet toning
-highway making the membership to-day 2749.
conditions on the state mazy be d i When our membership ifs compared
rectly laid to the influence o f our with the number of cars registered
body.
Our nietfnibe.&ihjiip has had a in the state, pur asteciaitiion leads
very (gratifjliHig ingTeal e during this
all other automobile associations of
year, shqwimg an addition,
as is the Nation.
In fact we are so far
brought out In the Secretary’s
re
in advance of our nearest competi
port, o f about 725 members.
-Your tors that we cannpt e»ven hear the
officers hatyo labored douscfienitii“ honk’' o f their hornsoUaly in carrying put the purposes
for whc*i<h this ns1ceiiatden was or AGENT EMPLOYED C O N ST A N TLY
ganized and we are certain that yo
T o acccmpltllsh this it 'has required
will agree with us as we review the
constant, inteiUdgent and unremitting
work of the jear.
officers.
Continuing -he reviewed the work work on the part of your
done by the ussUctaltiicn i,n pushing Following the action o f la it year,
through the coUi^it'utdonail bend is an agent has been constantly kept
.While this is
sue amendment and fatter in getting' doing f.eld work.through the Ltigl siaiune the present exf<e>hsdv.e, it as the only means by
state highway law.
Regarding tbiis which our member-stop can he in 
he aid., “ Our Mill to crealte a. high creased or even maintained- By this
way commission went th ough, a l insane niot only) the automobile te
though in a siitg)Uly mutilated form- but the people o f the state are kept
We are satistUed however, .bat it is ,in closer touch with the work o f the .
a tremendous improvement over the; association ">,n its propaganda
tot
old law and will £m|prove vastly ;4s j &00|d roads than con/id. otherwise be
the experien e o f the commission eiw i done.
By ttos means your officers
show where 'it uiaji be bo t altered |are alao brought da d o e touch with
the prevailing sentiment of
the
td gaiu higher efficiency.”
President Parker reviewed some people in the state-

Mrs. Ed Welch of Farmington and
Mrs. James Spinney and children were
recent guests at Walter Tw om bly’s.
fOfi SAJLB— Bap L » t m , nine yaar»
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Among those who entertained on
«}d.
Weght 1200. W ork or drhre.
Dec. 30.
Christmas the following w ere called to
B-1 . Boa*Miss Stella Getchell leaves Tueaday the w riter’s attention; Mr. and Mrs. H.
morning to euter the Normal school at C. Riddle entertained Mr. and Mrs. W.
FOR SALE— Beef by a side or
Farmington.
F. Oakes and family, Mrs. Emily
quarter.
B- F. BealGeorge Morrill of Lakeport, N. H., Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Ellis and
FOR S A LE —(The unusually staunch is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Fred Christine, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Badger.
and able steam yachtj, "W a -W a ” of Hinkley.
Four generations were represented at
about 22 H. P.
Th e U. S. GovernH. A. Furbish was in Augusta the this gathering. Mr. and Mrs. George
nent Inspection o f 1911 showed her first o f the week on business.
Kempton entertained Mr. and Mrs.
to be in first class condition- Matf
Mrs. W ill Tibbetts and children r e - ! George Haines and fam ily and Mrs.
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up- turned home from Rumford where Will Wilbur and children, Mr. and Mrs.
per Dam, Maine.
P rice will be they spent the holidays with Mrs. Tib- j Frank Kempton had as guests Mr. and
reasonable to a Quick purchaser- A p - Letts' parents.
: Mrs. H. B. McCard, Miss Susie Wilbur;
*- Pi- Norton Downs Fordbooke
Miss Shirley Hoar is at Farmington |Mr. and Mrs. S. B. McCard enterOr Archer for a visit.
1
r*.o Tuns. Pa! tained I. B. Toothaker and Mrs. Ann
I
Doubtless many other
A- Poor at camp.
Wednesday afternoon a party consist Toothaker.
ing of Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Childs, I ^amUy parties were gathered and the
FOR SALE — Edison Dictating m a'
Miss Sarah M. Soule, Mrs. H. A Fur- writer would have been glad to report
chine In f.rst class condition. In 
! bish, Velma Tomlinson, Mrs. J. Sher them had she known of them.
quire at Maine Woods office.
Christmas evening a party number
man Hoar attended the exercises and
Christmas tree held at Dallas school- ing about a dozen, starting about 11.30
MOTOR BOAT “ MARION ”
house. A fine progaam was given by were carried about the village by Wm.
the pupils under the management of Tomlinson’s sturdy team, J. B. TomlinTOR S A L E — 26 foot, 7 h. p. CockMiss Stella Getchell who has had i son act*n? as driver, to sing Christmas
)it U by 6.
Best sea boat on icharge o f the school the past term ! 8onR8 to the shut ins. A ft e r the rounds
th* hike*
Excellent fo r fishing Mr. Childs impersonated Santa Claus I had been made the Party was landed at
uui cannot be excelled for stream in a very realistic way and helped to the door o f Mrs. Tomlinson, where hot
vork.
Seats 12.
Spe^d 8 mile » distribute g ifts from the well laden cocoa, fancy cookies, crackers and cake
mw
hauled out at the B ig Lake. tiee. All were generously remem- were served to the party by Miss Sarah
C*n deliver anji tim « o r win hold j bered and the occasion was much en Soule and Mrs. Tomlinson. The cus
tom is a new one in this town and was
istii springP rice |250. Address joyed by all present.
Ira D. Hoar and his daughter, Miss started by Miss Soule. I t is hoped
Orchardolln, care Maine Wood--.
i Muriel le ft Friday morning to spend that a larger number participate next
year.
the week in Lewiston.
W A N TE D .
FIELD DAY
Christmas exercises at the church of the Ideas dne-orporated an the
Howard Herrick and Hayden Hunwere
of rather a different nature this law -together with tome o f its jood
\ toon are in Boston enjoying a week of
W ith scattered memibership
like
WANTED—606 cord* of white birch sight seeing.
year than formerly. The exercises p-cini.k, which, failed! of passageT w o o f the latter c.ncilucW a law ours there should be some
means
Mivercd at our mill la Salem, Me.
were
entitled
“
White
G
ifts
to
the
Mrs. Lewis Bowley has returned
Will pay $6-76 per cord until fur from a two months’ visit in Washing King. ”
The decorations were all o f roquintog ligihus on all olosi ee o f provided whereby many o f the memvehicles and wade tires cm freight bens could be bio ugh t together at
A
large white cross was
ther notice, bills payable
within ton, New York and Philadelphia. While white.
carrying vehiclesSo important least one day in the year, and l
tea day* of delivery.
For further in Philadelphia she was the gueBt of placed at the front o f the platform.
are
these
that
Mr.
if
anker recom  would suggest teat -some time next
During the evening each department
particular*, apply to R. V. Platat«d Miss Katherine Roeschen.
mended that the alssoeiatacm
rise June a general field day .be arrange
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Weld were at j brought forward and presented their
ti tih-e mill or Malden Parcel Hand)
.every
efitort
ito
have
these
measu
with sjonie attractions which w ill be
Dixfield Christmas, guests of his gifts at the time designated on the preCatBpasy, Malden, Mesa.
autoutobillsts
gram. The program also included mus res paaa cd at t-he most session o f th |,o£ interest to the
people.
Legislatuirethroughout
the
state.
WANTED— 500 cords o f w hile birch
Miss Emma Russell has returned tc ic by the Rangeley orchestra, respon
Anuong the excellent features o f
iellvered at our m ill Salen\, Maine- her school at Houltor.
sive reading, music by the chorus,
INSURANCE
the
new' law, he declared, were tbos
Apply to R- V- Plaisted at
th-e
Emery Haley is at Massachusetts Anthems quartet, prayer, response,
“
which
iguve
the
.highway
comin.illS'Sdio
Our field agent reports, that very
Bill or Malden Parcel Handle Com General hospital for surgical treat sung by Master Kenwood Rowe; song,
the authority to control the Align many o f the most influential autopany, Malden, Maas.
ment. Later he will be joined by Mrs. Florence and Estelle Harnden; recita
ing o f the reads o f the state- in a mo Ml'iste o f the rtate have suggest
Haley, when they will spend their an tion, Mildred Huntoon; reading, Supt.
O. R. Rowe; The Legend of Cathay, thorough manner, and we hope that ed that toe association take
up
AGENTS W A N T E D —A re yofu mak nual vacation in Boston and vicinity.
they wPll adppt a standard! ®/ Lem some kind o f work thiajt wall the of
ing good money? If mot, or hav-e
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Gould were at Rev. H. A. Childs; music by the various
has
become direct material advantage to the
departments.
A t the close of the ex o f signboards such
•ever been an agent, ge t our prop Stratton for Christmas.
su-ch a (Cqmnncn sight in Ma-teachus.- members; and some have gome so
ercises
the
well
filled
trees
were
osition.
It ’s up to you.
Twin
Dr. Charles S. Stewart has been hav
iefcts.
Some system of dlangpr! >igns far ate to say fchax they bellieve that
City Co-, boa 204, Auburn, Marine.
ing a vacation fo r the past ten days stripped o f their ornaments and distri
at
dangenous
railroad
crossings, this can .best take the fomi, o f a
and has improved the time visiting rela buted to their various owners. Every
one concerned voted the 1918 Christmas highway curves, hills, etc., is air«o mutual automobile insuranceT-Mel
tives at South Paris.
desirable.”
certaanijt is worthy of serious con
the best ever.
Miss
Kathlene
Dyer
and
Mis?
Faye
What He Had to Say.
Mrs. Clara Rector and family were i He declared that one c.f the bes-t sideration.
Every once in a while a new cam Ellis are at Nate Ellis’ for the Christ
ds
guests o f Mr. and Mrs. Gard Hinkley ■laws .pas' *ed by the Legislature
paign story yet bobs up in Washing mas recess.
that regardiixtg t i e use of prison INFLUENCE ON ROAD CO.NDIT"Christmas
day.
ton. This one is on Ralph Cole, Ohio
Earle Pillsbury is driving team for
IONS.
T h is hill was
Officers for the year were elected labor on the roods.
member of congress, who did his best , his father, Geo. R. Pillsbury at Macy
to make his district go Republican, but ; Junction.
recently at Lake View Temple Pythian drawn and partsed en tirely through
During the past year cither in the
the efforts c.f S-ecretarty Scales. A n 
who cannot point to a n y particular
Mrs. Leafie Gordon o f Stratton was Sisters as follows: M. E. C., Emma P.
suggestion or ocmiiplainf of mem
howling success in that regard. At
other
act
passed;,
doej
i
away
with
an
the guest o f her mother, Mrs. Julia McCard; E. S., Minnie Pillsbury; E. J.,
bers;. the secretary has taken up
one town in his district he was to di
Mabel L. Hoar; M., Clara Rector; M. old and obnoxious practoc,& in that road conditions, especially dangerous
vide his time with a local spellbinder. Morrison Friday.
which forbids the plaiting of turf in
Miss Lulene Pillsbury accompanied of R. and C.,-M ertie Hoar; M. of F.,
sections o f roads, with the munici
The local man spoke first, and was to
the center o f the readreturned
home
to
j
lra
EHinkley;
P.
o
f
T.,
Guida
Nile;
G.
by
li'
tie
Miss
Ella,
pal officers qf sicme 75 towns, and
have kept going for half an hour, but
Referring to the question
which
|of T ., Annie Tomlinson; P. C-, Edna
he made it an hour and a half. When spend the holidays.
I ami happy to state that in most
must ,be taken up by the astlooiahe got through he made an apology for
Hildred
Robertson
and William Hinkley; Degree Mistress, Joeie Hoar;
inst-aneete the toiwus have accept'
tiom in the future, PiPresident Parke
encroaching on Cole’s time.
pianist,
M
aggie
Harris.
Installing
Kempton have returned to theirrespeced the suggestions o f the secretary
called
attention
to
the
Mt.
Desert
"It reminds me,” Cole said, as he |tive schools a fter the Christmas re- officer Cora Porter.
The installation
and the dangerous sections com
faced his audience, “ of what I once j cess,
will be held Thursday, January 1. Sup Ilsland situation where, he alleged, plained o f have been immediately re 
heard in a courtroom. The defendant
the town of Mt. Desert,
which is
Mrs. H. C. Riddle and Miss Marjorie per being served by the Red Side.
had been found guilty of a criminal
.closed to automjobilikte, Was cat-ch medied.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Wedge
are
re
charge. The judge sentenced him to Oakes le ft Monday for Boston. Miss
in g unsuspecting tourists in nicely
LAW S ENACTED THROUGH
IN 
15 years. ‘Have you anything to say?* Marjorie seeking treatment for her ceiving congratulations on the birth of
laid
traps in a manner,
regarding
a little daughter.
FLUENCE OF ASSOCIATION.
demanded the court of the prisoner. : eyes.
He suggested the nbolliishFrank Fuller had a small tumor re plaint.
'Nothing but this,’ was the reply. ‘I
Mrs. Frank Hood and family are
It is. perhaps needless to
state
think you're mighty damned liberal spending the week as guests o f Mrs. moved from the side o f his neck Satur- w hkh there has been tnuich oom-as
plaint.
He suggested! the aboi| .h- that thfte association, as far
with another man’s time.’ “
; Hood’s sister, Mrs. G. L. Kempton. j day.
Then Cole turned loose and coaxed I They expect to start for their Florida; Mrs. Jos. Wilbur, Mrs. J, B. Tomlin ing o f toll .bridges throughefut tlfe highway improvement to. concerned,
state ais speedily as tiircumtet.mces
back the departing audience by the ; home January 10.
(Continued on page eight).
son, Mrs. Hardy Nelson, Mrs. D. E.
flow of his wonderful oratory.— Cin
would permitHe called attention
|
Mrs.
Wealthy
Loomis
was
at
Phillips
Hinkley
and
little
Maxine
Nile
have
cinnati Times-Star.
to tine fact that detours around new
j Monday.
been on the sick list the past week.
read w ork were pcoily marked and
Kenneth, the little son of Mr. and
Leon Durant who has been employed
Rest.
suggested
that it feihould be made
Mrs. D. W. Spencer was operated on
Some doctors say that if a woman at, M. D. Tibb ett’s the past season has
the business of the association ito
for
adenoids
recently
by
Dr.
F.
B.
concluded
his
duties
there
for
a
time
could really rest until ten o’clock ev
impress upon ihe memheis o f
the
Colby.
ery day she would add a decade to her ; and returned to his home.
Hilgiiiwiay CommihBlon the importance
L ittle Miss Grace Riddle is the guest
life. Rest is the only thing that lets
FOR
of providing tlfe best possible mea:V
|o f her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
us catch up with ourselves.
AM !D
for
t'h*3
passage
around
such
condi
ANNUAL
REPORT
! F. Oakes.
FISH-RODS
OF TREAS. SCATES tions*.
Mrs. G. L. Kempton entertained
William F. Nye is the great
He suggested that something be
Christmas evening with a large tree.
done by/ the a-slsociabion in using
est authority on refined oils in the
(Continued
from
Poe*
One.)
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. L y
Its influence forward the end that
world. He was the first bottler; has
man Kempton, Mr. and Mrs. George through, which, the trdfis pa&fs, n,ml .prison labor ,be used upon the road|
Maine Stop at
the largest business and NYOIL
Kempton and William Kempton, Mr. in addition, wtt'lil he finely i Illicit rat
T h e question o f the double taxa
and Mrs. Frank Kempton and Miss ed, ' IJ ) |'
is the best oil he has ever made.
tion o f automobiles was referred to
“ The only
menda0:'(c,n that
Irene, Mrs. C. H. Neal and Maxwell,
by President ParkerAccording/ to
NYOIL has no equal.
Mr. and Mrs. E&gene Soule, Mr. and the coanimtiittee (Bin make .flor 1914’’ bur .present law„ the owner o f
a
Beware
of scented mixtures called
Mrs. F. C. Porter and family, Mr. and he stated, “ /is that the work of the machine pays a Iccal tax on his airoil.
Use
N Y O IL
on everything
Touring
Ijitennaticai
Bureau
.be
iconMrs W. F. Oakes and family, Mr. and
graduated. hoiteepo’Wor t-a|x and prowhere a light oil is required. It pre
tinued by the dneamring .board
of
= Midway between New City H all and Mon- ^
tomobile and is forced to
pay a
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
umeot Square
Dlfibers ry:i at fd'nmfly' believes that a
cure a driver’s license .from the sta.-a tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
WE
WANT
YOUR
COW
OR
HORSE
HIDE
£
Only Fireproof Hotol in tbe State
=
program Hollowed similar to that of
in order t.o run d't.
He
declared
£ Conveniently Located lor people Attending ;
your firearms and your rod. You will
and we will tan and make you a the post will! a eeiulit in an tairomise
that recent court decisions had .been find it by far the best Hardware and
Convention*
|
beautiful Coat. Robe or Mittens to
tourist
bnfciiness
fo
r
Maine
duririg
order.
W e make and remodel
| Every courtesy and attention shown ladies |
handed down showing this law to
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
ladies’ furs. Prices reasonable. the comiinig ye|ar.’’
traveling alone
Samples and price List FREE,
,be uncomshitutiiicnal and he belceved
bot-ties (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
During
the
past
(year
the
Ass>
1
ALL \10DSRN CONVENIENCES
su
G allow ay coats and Robes for
that at Would .be w ell to consider
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
sale at wholesale prices.
|
T R A N G I E N I RATES
iationj Inform ati'ion Bureau has been
the .question here in Maine1 European Plan 51.06 per day a n d up |
All work guaranteed.
located dm the lib la ry e f the Even
WM. F. NYE,
In 'conclusion Mr. Park er
told
1 American Plan 52.01) par day a n d op ^
References: Miles & Highbee,
ing Exipre:is Publishing Goaruai y,. 12
| H .E . T H U R S T O N . R. F. H IM M E L E IN , |
Bankers. Milford, Ind.
how the association had grown
in
New Bedford, Mas*
Pnwrietor*.
Monument Square, Portland, and the
Milford Robe & Tanning Co.,
power and influence from itis small
Munjoy Hill Tars pass the door.
-\
■committee
to.^k
occasion
to
thank
4-8 Elm St.
Milford. Ind.
beginnings when ft was organized .in
NwwewHwuuwuHimiwwiuHWiMHwiiHwwmimHiiimimMmmiiimiwi
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When in Portland
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When I had gotten a few stones a ' I WHEN AND W H A T TO COOK

IN

a cover until the water is evapor

the clay is at its lowest level at
this point, the low channel extend
ing north and south about on the
line o f Dartmouth street from this
“ Th ere’s
food— venison
steak point .to the Charles river.
Above the glacial clay isi a de
smothered in onions.
posit about 20 feet in thickness of
“ Why, these .condensed tear-teascompacted silt, extending to tli©
ers w ill make even boiled
swamp !
surface
o f the old Back Bay and
rabbit taste like mor©containing layers of giant1 oyster
“ Dehydin-ted carrots—reputed to
shells.
The largest o f the shells
scale up about 1 to 10— are excell- I
found* is 10 inches long and 'weighs
ent in a soup.
In fact the wise j
2% pounds.
The ground above this
cook will reserve them strictly to j
point wia& filled in with gravel
ia
the service o f adding a touch
of j
the year 1870 to* something above its
sophistication to the otherwis© crude
j 11 I J. (..‘ JJI
aud prim itive camp stew.
L ik e the presgradeTh© whole Back Bay district, ex
onions, they can be cooked1up with
tending across the Charles
river
out soaking— provided they are put
into Cambridge, has shown a grad
in when th© water is cold and
ual settlement in addition due to
allowed to warm up with it.
the displacement o f the silt.
“ This tame vegetable cap,
by
This settlement has been reliably
overnight soaking, b© plumped up
estimated to be at the rate o f on®
to the point fwth©r© it can be cream 
foot in 1< 0 yearsAssuming
this
ed very realistically— i f Th© Right
rat© o f settlement to be fairly uni
Person is around to do said cream
form an interesting estimate inayi be
ing aforesaid.
made o f the age of the sticks found
“ To sum up the three dehydrat
Th© present elevation is about 12
ed vegetables put over the cours© I
feet below mean low water.
would say that, for my own person
Th e original elevation must have
al
tastes,
I play th©
onions
been about tide marsh level or astrong—th© longer
th© trip the
bout eigh t fe e t above low
water,
stronger they should be played for
making a totali settlement o f
20
notorious digestive reasonsThe
feetA t th© rate o f one foot sub
potatoes are so cumbersome a » com 
sidence per 100 years, this
20-foot
pared with ric© that no one but a
settlement would indicate that the
potato maniac would care to bother
sticks discovered w ere
sharpened
•with them on the trail- The ca r
and set in place 2000 years ago.—
rots may be classed strictly as
a |
Boston HeraldluxuryW ere one contemplating moving iu
DUCKS AND MOSQUITOES.
a rather heavy outfit and establish
ing a camp of some permanence far
Th© most effective method o f ex*
“ om any source of fresh supplies
term inating mosquitoes, sajis Drthis vegetable ir. the conden' ed form
Gebbing,, director o f the
Leipzic
would place a pleasant bit of variety
zoological gardens, Berlin, is to keep
ar, the command o f the camp cook.
wild ducks on the ponds where they
“ Assuming that th© other dehydrat
breed.
Therr© birds feed eagerly
ed vegetables listed show as well
upon all insect life in the larvae
in the co<..k stove test they
might
state, a/ud where there are plenty of
likewise be intruded in a ‘heavy’ j
ducks very1 few o f the larvae reach
rul.- list
t-.se.t to
ratio
of I
i-be glories o f mosquitohood, even
1 to 12, rooks to me a desirable ad
in the most stagnant pools.
Dr.
dition, ch iefly for m ixing with corn - ;
Gebbing gives numerous cases to
meal flapjacks.
substantiate this claim.
Count von
“ Of the denydrated fruits cran
W illiam ow itz und M ollendorff, chair
berries and rhubarb promise
the i
man of the German society for the
most valuable dietetic results but
protection o f bird life, says .tha*1
the mom conventional prunes,, rais- *
bis estates were infested with mos
ins and dr;ed apricots already fill th ;
quitoes till, some
years ago, he
need o f something astringent, some- i
stocked his ponds with thousands of
thing sour, so well that I
have 1
wild ducksDr. Heinrotk, one of
never been much interested in try- j
the keepers o f the Berlin, zoological
ing them.
garden, a specialist on th© habits
____________ _____
of ducks, points out that there has
FISHING IN COPLEY SQUARE
been a great diminution of the mos
quito pd t in tbe Thiergartem. Ber
Prehi«toric
Weir
Unearthed
by
lin’s large wooded Park, since wild
Workmen— Thought to Be 2000
duck were introduced some
yeans
Years Oldago on its lakes aud stagnant water
courses.
Dr. Gebbing
has had
What the Boston transit commis
equal success with hiw own experi
sion considers substantial proof o f I
ments at Eeipsicsome of the activities o f
the I
people who lived on the sit© o f Bos
GET Q U A N T IT IE S
OF SF»RUCE
ton 2000 years ago has been reveal
GUMed by workmen constructing
th© j
Boylston street subway.
D- H. and E- W. V errill of Wilton
T h irty feet beneath the surface
have returned from Madrid
where
in Copley square th©y have dug up
they have been for 11 weeks collect
remnants o f a prehistoric fish weir
ing spruce gum in the forests above
that not only furnishes a clue to
that tow'nTh ey hav© shipped tio
what the inhabitants did, but ali;k>
their brother, F. E. V©rrill, at Far
to how much “ made land” has sifted>
mington, 2,953 pounds o f gum as it
in during th© succeeding centurieswas taken from, the trees.
F. E.
Th e parts o f the weir that
have
V©rrill prepares this guru for
th©
been found consist o f
sharpened
marketD. Hw and E. W. Verrill
sticks about four feet long and two
w ill in a fe w days go to th© south*
inches in diameter, the points being
west Bide o f Mt- Abram* to build a
driven into th© blue clay that under
camp and collect gum during
the
lies the silt, to a distance o f about
winter.
( |■J
18 inchesTraces still remain of
longitudinal w aiting between
th©
IT
PAY8 TO ADVERTI8E
IN
uprights.
MAINE
WOODS.
LOW
AD
VER

The tops o f the sticks
became
TISING RATES.
covered with silt and it is suppos

CAMP
j
, ated or absorbed by the onions,
MAINE CAMP MAN
way the rabbit
escaped
through
fry gently in the bacon grease and
Heury Curstock’s hands, so that
IN CONNECTICUT! gave the boys their first lesson that |Ramjous Hlmter Tells of Making Out pepper and salt to ta^e.

______

you canno.t pick up a rabbit like a j
door Enjoyable
house catThe boys were quiet j
Has Hamlin Hall Boys to In stru ct; for a minute and they looked as
,C- L- Gilman, famous as a woods
though they had lost
their
last man and hunter, tells in Arms and
in Woodscraft.
friend, but they seemed to feel the Man, the origin o f the National
_______
better wh©n I opened the bean kettl R ifle association, what, when, and
and served them a dinner like they how to cook when in camp,
as
t i
»
serve in a Maine lumber camp, on Arms and the Man says, the ai'tiele
T© the Editor o f Maine Woods*:
! tin plates and ©upsis “ exactly seasonable at this tim e”
W hile I miss the Maine woods and
I served beans, bread, jelly, gin g o f the j ear.
its mountains, streams and natural
erbread and cookies.
The appeti
forests as it is where I
was
“ Just as sound common sense,”
te of t'he boys w ere o. k., and their
horn and lived the greater part of
writes Mr- Gilman, “ dictates that no
ages are fromi eight to 12
years.
my life, I am now visiting
the
rifle should be thrown
down on
There is nothing like tramping and
woods of Connecticut a great dealgame before it has been tried, test
carrying a pack through the woods
The mountains here are small with
ed and targeted on the range so the
up hill and down to make
good
small trees and very rocky and full
same quality suggests that it
is
healthy men.
There are several
of small ponds.
It is quite inter
folly t© attempt over the campfire
things boys have tpi learn in the
esting to study the difference be
a culinary miracle which has not
woods, such as how to
swing an
tween those here
and
those in
previously been rehearsed on the
axe, blaze a trail, cook an outdoor
Mainecookstove.
Receipes, which .read
dinner, build a fire after a rain
well in the cookbook, and patent
W hile the Maine woods abound in storm, and along with all
the e
timber, sprue©, beech, birch, maples, things the boy is gettin g strength package, have a Way of developing
etc-, the woods here consist o f more in every muiscle o f his body. There foods, which promdse much) in the
red cedar, hickory, chestnut
and are several other things that the pervense traits in tli© i>ot or pancakConnecticut has a few
of .boys can do like building a log cabi An open fire, -wiith a vociferous
the same trees as Maine, like the or even a lean-toThe lean-to can background o f ravenous appetites
beech, maple, pine and spruce.
be built in the wild woods in
an ‘yammerin’g suggestions, is a rotten
It does my heart good when hour's time.
Sometimes theyi are layout for experiments.”
Even such rudimentary di> dies as
tramping- through the woods here built o f just poles and brush while
land
known as Mt. Carmel w ith a crowd some are built of poles covered with corn meal piush,, fried bacon
of from 16 to 30 boys to see oocas* birch or spiuce Lark peeled o ff in flapjacks com© tn°re quickly and
sionally a partridge, grey squirrel large oheets from three to four better from the camp fiie, Mr. Gilmain adds, when the man who cooks
or a rabbit.
I have not seen a feet square.
deer except in captivity, but
have
My first experience in camping them is on© who has had a previous
seen tracks where they have been in was when I was about 10 years
o f training on the range in his own
home kitchen.
j
the wet cones.
age.
W ith some other boys
of
“
Regjug,”
continues
the writer, “ in
The trails o f Mt. Carmel are not the same age I
went camping.
like those of Maine'They
have On© night we took food, blankets doors with tbe regular oven, and, if
been built like a road but narrows and axes, and went out in the woods posciible, put oYer a batch, or so
and the trees along the trail look about Vz mile from the village, in in th© camp reflector, showing it up
room
to me as though they were wishing the town o f Stratton. W e spent against the side o f sitting
base-burner.
Then
and
only
then
to be blazed in making a trail. The the night thereIt was a oool
people here think they have to put summer nightW© made our shelt can a man be reasonably sure that
du
in stairways and board walks
to er q f fir balsam boughs and poles, his outdoor efforts wffll result
make a good trail, while the trails and our beds w ere made o f boughs something light, palatable, measura
of Maine are made by following an o f the same kind.
That being our bly di&er-ltible.
“ Ra-W 'materials which have been
old tote road or by blazing your way first night i shall never forget
itbrought
by great labor at the paddle
through the woods.
We heard every sound and being on
On one of our trips I had a very ly boys alone whenever a squirrel or and under the pack t© a country
interesting thing fo r the boys, and a rabbit rustled the leaveis it sound where fresh supplies are unobtaina
that was trying to catch a rabbit. ed as though it might be a bear ble are far too valuable to be wast
W e were making a trail through the or something largerA fter that it ed in unsuccessful experiments“ It is this labor o f transportation
woods when the rabbit went under a wats* my great desire to be in the
heap o f rooks.
W e shouted to the woods hunting and fishing or even which makes any innovation in the
food
other boys, Albert Thomas, Edward just campingI greatly desired to line o f concentrated food— of
Nettleton, Harry Sullmon*
Alfred build a log cabin with other boys a- that is all food with th© last drop
Bingham, Roger Treat, Morgan Cur bout my age who live in that of water squeezed out— of vital in 
sports
tis, and B illy Kent.
They all rush town now.
W e thought we would terest to the man whose
lonesome
ed to tbe stone heapW hile I was build a cabiu about a mile
from carry him into Bar and
digging into the centre to get him Stratton village and in about six places.
“ In the matter of bane subsistence
out, ithe boys were at the hol-efs mouths’ time we had a good com for
wishing for a chance to catch him- table cabin wher© we spent several it is doubtful if anything can be
of
nights.
p wan getting to the age added to the eternal elements
Corn-meal, wild ricei,
of tw elve when my father with oth- camp grub.
beani t,| flour, .bacon, sugar,
tea
Jers purchased the Round Mountain
and
; Lake Camps and Ij thought it would and salt, with a bit of soda
pepper to euliv©u the same,
and
be great to live in the Woods.
That follow ing sea on we moved some prunes and tobacco to aid d i
to the camps where I engaged m y gestion, have been from the begin 
.vfigpP^and each a
self in helping with the camps and ning and w ill be until the ©nd o f
time all that man requires to keep
iP ^ D e t t e r loaf than
acting as a guide.
I soon learned
him alive and working.
all
the
trails
and
took
the
guests
you have everm ade
“ But man, particularly city broke
stream fishing and* around through
b efo re— yours if
the woods, until one day, getting to man, needs mor© to make him reall
you w ill only
^
the age of eighteen I thought m ar happy—ihis palate and his health
demand something more o f variety.
L specify W il- S i
ried life better.
“ So, wh©n one reads in the cata
Ik
lia m T e l l
A fter being married w e thought
logues
of dehydrated vegetables so
best to start a camp for ourselves,
|8jk w h e n y o u
reduced that a single pound js th©
so
leased
the
Deer
Pond
Camps
for
order flour.
of
two yeans, but could not make the equivalent o f a dozen pounds
Just as good for
a
place payThen w© went back to the fresh garden product; o f
cake and biscuits and
pound
o
f
porterhouse
stewed
down
Round Mountain Dake Camps for
pastry and all the rest
two years, until one day decided to to a thimbleful of goo, and o f a
of the good things
start a sporting camp on Saddleback quart of turtle soup dried into an
v to eat that good
|S||
Lake.
Here I find it very nice and inch cube, hie. mouth begins to
&
flour makes.
enjoy every minute I am there, as water.
“ But between the patent fodder
A ll extra nutrin
well as keeping th© camp with a
in the sporting goods store and you
j|l||^, tious, too, begood jolly crowd o f from twelve to
grub sack in the wilderness should
cause William
fifteen all the time.
Tell is milled byi
Often people ask, “ What can any intervene the cool, dispassionate
our special process
one do for a pastime up there7” One third degree of your indoor rangegood ed that their present depth marks
from Ohio Red Winter
can row a boat, fish, hunt, tramp th Becaus© some of ’em ar©
Wheat— the richest ^
trails and climb mountains.
A fter and fcomle of ’em- are not, and all th© total subsidence of the land
K andL lest grown.,ri^§jp
being in the woods one w ill never of ’em must be handled right to since they w ere set in place- Some
o f the sticks are birch, some pieces
a-k, “ What can you do in
the give the best results ”
Referring to potatoes, Mr. Gilman still retaining the bark.
Others
woods?”
I have often heard people
admits they have proved disappoint •bear a rpugh brown, bark similar to
in the woods say, “ I don't see how
the time w© put in goes so fast.” ing as a camp food so far a » he |that on the trunk o f a white pin©As their food value
The sticks showj
unmistakable
So let us all study the nature
of is concernedis low, their equivalent in a more signs o f being sharpened with some I
C. H. MCKENZIE TRADING
CO., the wilds and be healthy and happyTheir
upper
Hemoin JB'lackwell. easily handled form is to be found rough instrument.
Phillips, Me.
in rice, Mr. Gilman adds that pota portions w©re covered byi th© overtoes hav© never found their
way lying stratum1 o f silt, and
were
from the indoor range to Ms owjq. not so well preserved as the points, j
Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
campfireThe wood, while-keeping ibsi shape,,
without injuring" the pelt. A hu
“ But onions,” he adds, “ one pound was very soft when found, and easil j
mane feature that is very com
mendable; BESIDES IT S A V E S
dried equivalent to 12 pounds fresh broken or scarred.
Some o f these
E V E R Y FUR FOR TH E T R A P 
PE R . The only trap ever con
by the catalogue, are an unfailing sticks ar© now at the office of the
structed with a d o u b l e t r i p
delight.
Used dn soups and stews^ Boston transit commission,
A C TIO N , a bait trigger and a foot
and
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
tlbey soak up while cooking,i thus others have been taken to the P ea 
ing furs of mink, skunk, “ coon” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
adding nothing to the length o f the body Museum at Harvardper gets every pelt.
process and are there with their
This w eir was found in the sur
[ \ \ m brings illustrated Guide
U I ">i L giving the first time in
pungent, satisfying savor unabated. face o f that blue clay deposited by
print the treasured secrets of the
“ As much c an be pinched o ff be glacial action in tb© old
wisest old trappers in this country.
Boston
Tt’s worth dollars to you.
tween thumb and triggjer fin ger froi basin.
This stratum o f clay is athe block will suffice to make a ibout 100 feet in thickness at this
bean, pea or mixed soup for four Point and rests on bowlders everlaya joy to the nostrils.
Aud— throw ing the bed rockTb© top o f the
about twice as much' into the fr y  clay her© is about 12 feet
below
ing ,pan with a cupful of water), a mean low water.
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY CO.,
Bo* W,
OAK PARK, ILL.
table*?ipoonful o f bacon grease and
Borings along the line o f the
a hunk o f deer m©at, simmer under subway indicate that th© surface o f

December 20.
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“ Always Does G o o d ”
The established custom among
New England folks is to always
have

“ L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
in the house. Thus they prevent
sickness, by relieving those minor
disorders which lead to more seri
ous ills.
Many Uses
Guilford, Me.
“ I always keep *L. F .’ Atwood’s Med
icine in the house to use in case of indiges
tion, constipation, headache, dizziness,acid
stomach or colds.
[signed] M rs . W a r r e n P om rot
Get a big 35c bottle at your druggist’s
to-dav—or write us for liberal trial
sample if you’ve never yet used it.
"L . F.” Medicine Co.,

Portland. Me.
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VHE BULL MOOSE AND HIS E N E  great enemy is the wolf.
A big
MY THE WOLFgrizzly grey timber wolf will weigh
about one hundred and fifty pounds,
and during the season t-he moose
Many and many a time have I
are yarding the e wolves travel abeard the expression, “ In
the
round singly.
I have never seen
velvet" which. to a hunter means
that the bull moose are grow in g track® o { more than one at a time
during mid'winteT.
A wolf
will
new antlers.
W henever and w her
circle around one of thpse yards
ever 1 heard thifcJ remark I have
fo r days, gradually getting closer,
taken an except on to it and conbut just as soon as he is siceated,
lequently an a gument followed.
several of the bul.s go out and en
Tie prevailing and almost univer
sal opinion is that the bull nnoose deavor t-o kill him or drive him aShould they catch the w olf
loses his antleis ajid grows a new- way.
they
make
very short work of him
set every year, i nd it is on this
tor they literally cut him to pieces
particular subject that I w ill en
with their front feetOccasionally,
deavor to give a few* facts that
however^ one o f the younger .bulls
came under my personal observa
will showi a little more fighting
tion during the many years I lived
spirit than seme of his mates and
in the Yukon and wihich d iffer en 
; will follow the w olf a litt'e
too
tirely from the opinions u/mally ex
i far.
T-his is just what the w olf is
pressed hy our city sportsiren.
I looking f 0r, for when lie gets the
For two years I lived about four
i mocee a certain distance away from
hundred and f T ji m ik s
northeast
j the herd he turns and becomes the
of Daw.-on City at the head waters
aggressorThe moose being an
of the Upper Stewart R iver, where
! animal very easily frightened.- starts
the high snow-capped peaks o f the
to run and the w olf runs right aRocky Mountain® are intersected by
lojigside of himj and bites at the
the Arctic Ciicie, where the m id
i cords of hLs hind JegsThis is
night sun is seen for days during
i called “ ham-stringing-'' Should the
the latter part of June, and where
moose be a year h g or a weakling
the w
disappears altogether be
he is almost sure to go down, but
low the horizon for at least three
a full grown mooce w ill get the
Months during winter.
T h is
is
' better of the \voJf every time.
In
unquestionably the greatest moose
this way the bull moose fight and
country in the world and many a
( protect the weak ones o f their fam 
time have I watched and taken note
ily a1! through the hard winter
of their habits.
mouths.
My first winter I had to depend
My cabin happened to be located
almost exclusively on the moose
of
for my existenceI u ed
their ] within close ptoxim ity to one
I
these
yards
and
there
was
scarce*
hides for my beddingThe hock
of the moose skinned w ithout sp lit ] ly a day passed that I, did not see
ting furnished my footwear, and for j oue or more of th-eke animals going
over four months 1 lived entirely on up or down the river in front of my
One day I counted as many
boiled moose meatConsequently^ j cabin.
think you will admit 1 lived
with as th irty-five in a line passing withj in two hundred yards o f my cabin.
the mooseNow. before taking up the antler 1 judged they comprised the whole
cows,
question 1 wou.d like to draw a c' j family as there were hulls,
tectum to another prevailing
ami yearlings and calves. The biggest
bul1 in the drove wai in the front
erroneous idea about the moose!
and
another big bull brought up the
The general opinion is that the
All during the winter and as
bull mooie does not protect his o ff rear.

7

the mountains to the rivers
and
lakes and the cows gave birth to
their youngIn every
case
I
noted they had two calves but I
could not find out whether there
was one of each sex or not. There
were no wolves around to mole t
them for the reason that I have a l
ready stated, the wolves had all
been drawn away to. the mountain®.
During the summer season
you
w ill never find a bull moose along
with the cows, calves o r yearlings.
nor will you find hjmi in do* e proximityi to his familyH e has other
very important duties to perform an
that is to keep away the enemy*-

huskie dogs.
As near a® I could do not lose their antlers except in
make out they killed about two mortal combat or unless they get
hundred bull moose for their year’s them locked in tom e unaccountable
supply, the larger portion of which way in the fork of a tree.
was required to feed the*r dogs.
The bull moose is the noblest and
They told me they did not kill any lofCi-et -t animal in all creation.
He
cow-moose and in fact stated that is man’s greatest friend in
the
onl; bad “ Injin’' kill cow-mod e. forestH e is the only male animal
1 naturally inferred from this that I know o f that fights until - the
they had be,e-n taught to
preserve death for th© preservation of his
their food supply1 went out with offspring.
And hifc enemy, the w-olf,
some o f them about a mile
from is e v e n thing that is the reverse.—
their camp where they were drying Hamilton Fjisher in Rod & Gun in
j lhe meat of a couple o f bulls that Canada.
j had only been killed the day before
j and I never saw' two more beautiful FAMED GRASSY LAKE MOOS©
sets of antlers than these
moose
SLAIN AT LAST.
They cut the meat o ff the
I would like to mention that the : had.
yearling's, are almost
full grown. j carcass in slabs of different sizes
The big moose of the Timagatni
They are not as heavy of course as about one inch thick and dried ha® been shot at last.
The giant
a big- bul1 but they are just as tail- them in the sun until the meat was animal, whose immunity from the
The male yearling
has a short perfectly incased with a hard coat- bullets of the hunters’ rifle had be
They build flie s around, but come almost a proverb in that dis
straight horn that is covered with i ting.
a soft velvety substance and th^s j only to keep the flies awaji, not to trict, w ill no longer roam the woods
Where I saw and only its memory remains to
is the only moose that the term smoke the meat.
“ in the velv et’ ’ .can he applied to. i this operation was a short distance form the basis of legendary
tales
My opinion is that the theory
of below the snow line on Mount Jesus J for the benefit o f future travellers.
I asked them about the wolves and In the days t0 came, round the camp
the bulls losing their horns origin
ated from the fact that nothing but they told me the w olf wras eve ry- fires at night, stories will be told by
cows and young bulls would be seen thing that was bad (Nazole«e) “ kill the veteran hunters to their younger
in a well known moose district dur- moose, kill good Injin, kill every- brethren o f the famous moose of
thing-”
X1 asked them if
they the Timagami, and its numerous m ir
ing the summer.
The first thing the mooiie teaches killed the wolves and they assured aculous ©scapes from their usually
reliable rifles.
its young is to swim and I have seen 11140 ^ e y RLled a great quantity
By popular report the animal bore
the little ones take to water
and Their principal mode of destroying
This a charmed life.
Hunters and In 
swim quite rapidly when they* could the w-olf is by poisoningnot have been more than a coup'e they do by cutting or boring a hole dians have known of its exigen ce
into a tree about two inches
in for years pastYet never wa® a
of weeks olddiameter and about three inches intq‘ shot fired at it that took effect,
W e will now leave the cows, calv
the treeThe hole is then filled though many have tried to end its
es and yearl.ngs and go back to
up tight with moose tallow in the career.
Often has it been seen,
the mountains where the buds live
centre of which a quantity* o f strych'1 in places), where escape seemed imall eummer to fight the wolves, and
nine has been carefully placed. The Possible, but always, it got
away*.
in this way protect the weak ones
strychnine they get from the Hud Little wonder that its fame became
o f their fam ily who are romping ason’s Bay Company* at Fort
Good known far and wide, and
people
round in the valleys fift y miles aHopecame to believe that the moose was
way.
The wolf being of a thieving, na- under the special protection o f the
A band of Indians come from. Fort
ture comes along- and begins pawing spirits of the woods.
Good Hope on the McKenzie R h er
But now it is gpne, and its career
out the tallowj, which he gets
in
every summer to the Yukon slope of
very small quantities.
He keeps at was terminated by a Cobalt hunter,
the RockiesThere is also a band
it until he reaches the poison which Milton Carr was the man who at last
comes from Fort McPherson. The* e
brought down the famous moo! *e( of
kills him instantly" •
are the two most northern tribes of
And a, magnificent
The bull moos© come down from the Timagami.
Indians on the American continent.
the mountains about the first of Oct- animal it proved to beEight feet
spring.
J wish to give this a most
as t'1‘e middle o f April 1 saw They come over the mountains in ober and join their families
horns
and in height it stood, and its
about forty 4sleeps,’ ’ that is, ac
live peacefully together all winter measured from tip to tip fifty-one
emphatic .contradictionI say, and these animals and the bulls always
cording to their own way of reokoninches.
The spread would
have
I say it fearlessly, that there is not had their horns onas I have first described.
moose
feed duriDg the
LUI1'J' daJS- aQd then object
Now it matters not to me whether been still greater had not the horns
an animal in all God’s creation that , Th
----e —.
----------------------— winter
------- . t
___ . .
fights harder fo r the pra) ervation of on the tops of alder and other small o u
moose am
iy t ie mea
01 this idea o f the moose is accepted turned upwardsIts captor sent
bushes that s ow near the rlvere ' their wtot<ir s tood' l h e » e IulllaIiS by some o f our city moose hunters the head to his home in Hamilton,
its young than the bull moose.
live on m oo-e meat exclusively. They)
or not.
I am only* giving, the act to he mounted and pre erved as a
We w ill endeavor to follow their j and lakes, and du ing the very cold
do not use flour or gram of
any
weather
are
exceedi.
gly
tame.
ual condition o f their habits in the visible tribute to the monarch of
habits for a year, in which I will
kind, nothing but boned moose
far north.
I ami quite positive they the bush-—Rod & Gun in Canada.
try and make clear my ideas
on
About the 15th of Apr 1 the ice on
meat.
aatleis and self-preservationthe different water courses begins
A couple of the “ Good Hope” In 
We will beg n at the time of year to get bad and the moose all leave
dians came to my cabin in May and
when bulls, cows and calves are all j for the Southern slopes o f the moun
I was much surprised to find that
living peacefully! together.
That I tains where they get plenty of sun
they could speak English very well
time Is January, February
and l and their earliest spring food.
I and atso to find that they
were
March and is called “ yarding sea 
Now cqmes a .very important habit ChristianizedTh ey were int,ellecson. - In other word®, the moose of the moose that i» not generally I
ari(i very religious, they and all
all live in fam ilies o f from thirty known.
As soon as the wolves fiLi| their tribe having been converted to
to forty in selected low -lying, heav- that their game is gone they begin the Roman Cathofic religion. Ph y
ily wooded districts, and always nea how4ing and c o n g . e g a t i E g in packs. sically, morally and mentaDy they
a lake or water course. This par- This ^ th-e oniy time o f the year the are very miU.ch superior
to the |
ticularly selected tp o t is called a w o‘f is dangerous,, and it is very coas-t -or plains Indians.
My first j
“Moose Yard.”
They do not travel unwise to go any distance
from impression was that they resemb- j
far abroad dur.ng this season and your camp without your rif e, and led the Japanese very much,,
not
unless you knew- where a yard was even with a t’-fle 1 am! afraid a man ; only in their size and build,
but
located you would have great -diffi would stand a very poor *s!how
also in the-ir peculiar almond shapculty ia finding themTheir one gainst a howling, start i..g pack|ed ejtes.
They ar,e ve. y strong and
F or days I heard them howling j sturdy and are as honest as it is
and jo in in g forces uncomfortably J possible for any human beings
to
They never quarrel
among
close to my cabin, and pj,e n ijh t a- be.
bcut ten days after the moose had themselves and will not barter or
disappeared I heard them
coming trade in anything without the con
FAMOUS
down the riv er on the ice ba.ki.ng, sent o f their ChiefThese two Indians appeared to me
i yelping and whining in a furious
BACKWOODS
state.
I was in bed at the .time, to be of such good quality that I
but I can as, ure you it was enou0h thought 1 wqutd like to visit their
FAIRY TALES
to make me jump u.p and get
my camp, and I got one o f them .to draw
.m,e o u t a plan of where they were
rifle. The window of my cabin was an located, which I afterwards found
very
opening cut in the logs about eig h t to be actually correct and
Ed Grant, B e a ver Pond Camps
een inches square with on-y a piece easily followed.
New reading matter, Inteivslir g.
Tfte first edition w «s exhausted nuioh sooner
In the early pait of July after
of flour sack tacked across to keep
than wu expected at d the popular demai d was
*o great for a second edition th.it w»- published out the cold and let in the
ligut. several hard daj*> Paddling and a
»nenlarged xnd im rr vod edition to be sold by
Before 1 could get time to light my long trip into the mountains 1 reach
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cent**, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
encampment
in
rude Jight (a piece of rag in bear’s ed this Indian
J. W. B R A C K E T T CO ,
As my stoiy is of
grease) the wolves were all around “ Mount Jesu, - ’
Phillips, Me.
will not go
my cabin howling in a way that moose and w’olves- I
made night hideousTo say
I further into the Indians’ mode of
peculiar reception
was frightened would be putting R living or the
From them
very mDdly.
I was just about as which they gave me.
M APS O F M A IN E
scared as it is possible to be- There I first learned o f the habits of the
RESORTS A N D R O A D S
very
was I in .the dark and cold,
very moose and it interested me
They* described to me as
every muchMaine Woods has frequer*t inquiries scantily clad and expecting
tor maps of t he fishing regions of the minute one of the buttes would take plainly as possible how- ail
the
siate, etc. We can furni. h the follow  a dive through my window-.
I hope moose came up .to the mountains
ing maps:
fo l
| 50 that those o f you who have never in the spring and the wolves
Franklin County
.50 heard a pack of starving
wolves lowed them;, how, all the she-moose
Somerset County
Oxford County
•^0 b o w lin g ,. with o n ly a thin bit of and young moose went back to the
Piscataquit- County
moose
*cn i canvas between you and their razor- valleys below, how the bull
Aroostook Couniy
.50
50 , edged fangs, never w ifi.
Just
as (the Indian name is ‘ Inks ka” ) stay
Washington Coun y
1.00 soon aj- daylight appeared they start ed up in the miounitainis all summer
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
the
Geological map of Maine
•35 e(j down the river on the
moose's and wTere constantly! fighting
R. R. map of Maine
; trail barking and y e ^ in g like
a wolves, the wo!vesi at this season
Androscoggin County
135 pack of houndis.
I can assure you of the year goin g in small packs
Cumberland County
.50
that
there
was
o.rrs
glad heart when of from four to six.
Hanc- ck County
I asked them particularly
about
Kennebec County
•35 the siege was overThat was the
.351 1last 1 heard of the wolves for the their horns and they told me all the
Knox County
.35 |
Lincoln and Sagad ihoc Counties
went moose in the mountains had horns
5n spring and summer, they all
Penobscot County
.35
away together, back to the moun- and that they stayed up there until
W'aldo County
This
York County
351tains where the nrcos-e had fed about the 1st o f Octoberlittle band of Indians consisted
of
i
them.
i. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
about,
| About th© 15th of May ail
the about five families, in all
Phillips.
M aine. cows and yearlings came back from thirty» souls, and a whole army of

NOW IS THE TIME

for camp and hotel proprietors to get
ready for the coming season, by hav
ing their booklets and stationery
printed.
We are equipped with modern
machines and type, and can furnish
everything necessary

FOR THAT NEW
BOOKLET

to make it the most attractive you
have ever had.
Write for samples and prices, and
we will help you plan your book to
make it a business getter.
DO IT NOW!

MAINE WOODS,

Phillips,

Maine
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Wfiere To Go In Maine
|
*

Come to O TTE R POND CAMPS for
MOOSE
BEAR

?

X
4

H U N T IN G

Y

DEER
BIRDS
GEORGE H. M cKENN EY, The Forks, Maine

l

*

Lake Parlin House and Camps
A ie delightfully situated on shore o f Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles, being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing, automobiling, etc.

ESS W rite for booklet.

H. P. M cKENNEY, Proprietor.

FISHING
AT

John (Barville’s Gamps
■at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds aoe abundance of brook trout.
Buck:board roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
J O H N C A R V IL L E , Flagstaff. Me.

SAD DLEBACK L A K E CAMPS.
In the
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine
JIM

PO N D

G A M P S

IN D E A D ^R IV E R REG IO N.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W E S T EN D
H O TEL
H.

M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long
Pond.
Many
out-lying ponds,
W rite

S. C. H ARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

M O O SE LO O K M E G U N TIC H O U SE
A N D LOG CAM PS.
H eart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing regionSpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. B U R N S .

DE A D R IV E R REGION

Jackman, Maine

©raj highway law, were
enacted
through the influence of the asso
ciation or its officers. Notable among
these is the one authorizing the em
ployment of county prisoners on the
highways. Under this act, which is
known as Chapter 20 o f the Laws of
1913, the county commissioners are au
thorized to put able bodied male prison
ers to wjork on building and repair
ing higthiwfljys within their limits. It
also provides that the county cammissiioniehs can buy^ such tools and
(machinery and employ such other
help ast stbaJll be necessary., no liimitationbeing placed on th-e
amount
that the county commislsioners shall
expend tor these service • I t aJlso
provides that /the State Highway De
partment or the municipal officers
of towns may make application for
the services of such prisoneris and
that the work bse done under their
jurisdiction.
It furthermore pro
vides that when oountyi commission
ers refuse to so employ
prisoners,
that i f a petition signed by 3 per
cent o f the voters of any county as
determined .by the number of votes
east for governor at the last pre
ceding election, is presented to the
countyi com m it loners, they shad! be
compelled to work the prisoners- on
the roadsI would suggest
that
the automobiiists iu the
several
counties request the county commis
sioners to so employ- the prisoners
and i f they do not, that petitions
be circulated compelling them- so bo
do.
Anyone at all familiar with the con
struction of highways knows that the
two million bond issue will.build but a
small part of the main roads in this
State. Here is a grand opportunity to
augment the bond issue. The employ
ment of prisoners on highways is being
generally adopted by the different
states, and wherever it has been hon
estly and intelligently done, it has met
with marked success not only from the
economic standpoint but the humanit
arian as well.

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tiou resort. Good fishing and hunting
Cuisine unanrpasw-d. E. F
FORMER MAJJNE PEOPLE ORGAN*
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
| IZE CLUBO U A NA NICH E LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me.
World wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
Norw ay Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. K'om there
can take steamer tc
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautiful
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
ROSE, Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
R A N G E LE Y L A K E S
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A RK ER , Bemis. Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO..
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELG RAD E LAK E S, M AINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, t
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. H IL L & SON. Managers.
R A N G E LE Y LAKES."
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, .
Maine

CHASE POND CAMPS.
Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
Bingham, Maine
GUY CH.4DOURNE. Prop.,

ANNUAL REPORT
OF TREAT. SCATES
( Continued from Pace Five.)
is the most potent civic {body
in
the state and Its work bias been o f
almost inesti-mJajlfe value.
During
the session o f the last Legislature,
many wis© laws aside fnoim the genr

FV>rty-©ight former Maine people,
now- residents o f F©lilemere, Fla-,
met recently and organized a Maine
Club, the purpose being purely so
cial, t ° enable those already there
to become better acquainted and to
afford an opportunity to newcomers
to find an immediate place in
the
life of rapidly increasing commun
ity.
Among those who joined were
Charles A- Roberts, Dr. Harold
FAtwood and Ernest M. Atwood, fo r
merly of Buckfield; Mr. and
Mrs.
Sayton A. Merrill, Mrs. E- J. Ostran
dor form erly o f Bethel and
L.
D.
Leavitt o f Wilton.
A PENNSYLVANIA HUNT.
(Continued, from page 4.)
burned.
It was a good long carry into camp,
part of the way steep, rough, and
rocky, but by short carries and quick
changes with different members of the
party three miles were soon covered,
and we reached the bank of the Loyalsock, just opposite from the camp.
One of the party went upstream to
the swinging foot-bridge, and crossed
to the other side in order to get the
boat to bring the buck over with. This*
did not take long, and we soon had the
buck into camp, and liver and heart for
supper.

Merciful Wife.
A Cincinnati man who attempted to
dictate what his wife should wear is
now defendant in a divorce suit. It Is
a wonder he isn’t the central attrac
tion in a jam-up funeral.— Houston
Post.

HORSES AND HORSEMEN

Great Climax.
“ How was the play you saw lag)
night?”
“ Pretty melodramatic. la
S l i i V.
------- -------------the second act when the skulking vil.
a son o f Conductor 2.14 1-4, by Election lain descends upon Hickory farm and
By S. W. Parlin.
eer 125, price $3500; Barongale 2.111-4, forecloses the mortgage on old Unci*
Horse breeders may learn a valuable
by Baronmore 2.14 1-4, by Baron Zeke’s automobile there was hardly
lesson by carefully studying the lists o f
Wilkes 2.18, price $3200; Captain Aub a dry eye in the house.”
the most noted public sales each year,
urey 2.07 1-4, by Peter the Great 2.07and comparing the prices received a t
1-4, a son o f Pilot Medium 1597, by
the latest sale with those of the previ
Take Kaiser to Task.
Happy Medium 400, price $3150; Adbelous year for consignments from the
Emperor W illiam of Germany Is 1#
la Watts (1) 2.25 1-4, by Gen. Watts
same noted breeding establishments.
(3) 2.06 3-4, a son of Axworthy(3) 2.15- receipt of a singular petition forwardThe Old Glory sale, conducted by the
1-2, by A xtell (3) 2.12, price $2500; ed to Berlin by the Passaic (N. J.)
Fasig Tipton company in New York
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
Solola 2.24 1-4, by Todd 2.14 3-4, a son
City, is the most important of the late
to Animals. It calls attention to U19
of Bingen 2.06 1-4, by May King 2.20, fact that “ in the fine equestrian
fall sales. This sale is held annually
price $2300; Bon Voyage 2.08, by Ex statue of your majesty erected at th*
during the last week in November, and
pedition 2.15 3-4, a s o n of Electioneer entrance to the new railway bridge at
is attended by the most prominent
125, price $2250; Cotuit, by Cochato (3) Cologne the tail of the horse U
horsemen of America and Europe, who
2,11 1-2, a son o f Todd 2.14 3-4, by Bin docked.” The petition sets forth that
are present in person, or are represent,
gen 2.06 1-4, price $2200; Bingerloch “ your majesty Is no doubt awar*
ed by trusty agents, therefore anyone
(1), by Bingen 2.06 1-4, a son o f May that the docking of the horse’s tail
who knows the character of the ani
King 2 20, by Electioneer 125, price constitutes one of the worst cruelties
mal, can get a fairly good idea o f the
practiced on a dumb beast." It adds:
$2000, and Tilly Tipton p. 2.09 1-4, by
condition o f the market from the
“ In our humble opinion It would b»
Ozono, a son of Moko 24457, by Baron a mistake to leave the Btatue In its
prices received.
Wilkes 218, price $2000.
present form. A beautiful long tail
Some of the animals sold at the re
might be put in the place of the
The
two
modern
trotting
families,
cent Old Glory sale changed ownership
stump. Such an alteration would not
at the Old Glory sale of 1912. Oae o f that New England breeders are just only add much to the beauty of the
now
watching
with
the
keenest
inter
them was Junior Stokes (1) 2.26 1-4,
statue, but would also stop adverse
that in 1912, when a yearling, brought est, are those founded by Bingen 2.06- criticism regarding your majesty's ’
$2600. A t the recent sale he brought 1-4 and Peter the Great 2.07 1-4. Sta feelings toward a humane cause.” !
$1400. His sire is Peter the Great, tisticians have compiled a list o f all The emperor has not yet replied to
j
2.07 1-4, and his dam is Tillie Thomp the trotters that each won $1000 or the petition.
more
the
past
season.
A
careful
ex
son, (dam of Miss Stokes (3) 2.08 3-4)
by Guy Wilkes 2.15 1-4. The stallion amination o f that list shows that 37 of
John Ward p. 2.05 3-4 was sold at the the descendants o f Bingen are among
CHANGE WROUGHT BY GARDEN
Old Glory sale o f 1912 for $1950. A t that number and the amount won by
the
37
was
$108,047.
The
largest
the recent Old Glory sale he brought
Experiment by Mine Official Demon
$800. He is 10 years old, was got by amount won by any one trotter "'during
strates How Much Good There Is
Bingen 2.06 1-4, and his dam was Am- the season was $24,498 and stands to
In Beautiful Surroundingsbrette 2.25, a very richly bred daugh the credit of Etawah, 2.07 1-2, a threeGrace Tabor, one of the department
ter o f Barpn Rogers 2.09 3-4, by Baron years-oid great-grandson of Bingen
2.06 1-4.
editors of the House and Garden, says
Wilkes 2.18.
The number o f the descendants of that there is an intimate connection
A greater number of noted winners
Peter
the Great 2.071-4 that won $1000 between a man and his garden. She
of rich futurity stakes has been bred
was describing the early gardens of
at Walnut Hall Farm, Donerail, Ky., or upwards each, was 14. The largest this country, those of the Spanish set
money
winner
o
f
the
14
was
Judson
than at any other trotting-breeding es
tlers in Florida, the Puritans in New
tablishment in the world; therefore a Girl 2.10 that won $19,260. The 14 England, the Dutch in New Amster
Walnut Hall Farm consignment to the largest money winning descendants of dam and the cavaliers and Quakers
public sales is studied with more inter- j Bingen 2.06 1-4 won $79,402 last season. In Maryland and Pennsylvania. But
est by horsemen than any other. A t The time of the fastest heat trotted by no matter what the nationality or the
the recent Old Glory sale 27 yearlings any descendant of Peter the Great style involved, a true garden reflects
from Walnut Hall Farm brought $6375, 2.07 1-4 was 2.04 1-2, by Peter Volo, a the character of its maker. She spoke
truly, as any visitor to the formal
an average of $236.10 per head. W al two-years-old son of Peter the Great
terraces
of Mount Vernon or to the
nut Hall 2.081-4 was the sire of 22 of ! 2.07 1-4; and this is the world’s cham- democratic ledges of Monticello will
!
pion
record
for
a
two-years-old.
It
is
these yearlings and the amount re
agree. But If a garden reflects its
ceived for the 22 was $5335, an average also the fastest mile ever trotted by maker’s temperament, it Is no less
of $242.50 each. Seventeen of the 22 any descendant o f Peter the Great true that often a garden Influences it
were from dams that had not been de 2.07 1-4. The time o f the fastest mile
In one of the American trade pub
veloped and raced to records in stand trotted last season by any descendant lications there recently appeared »
ard time. The amount received for of Bingen 2.06 1-4, to harness, was story told by the general manager of
those 17 was $4460, an average of 1.59 1-4; to pole with running mate a coal mining corporation at Weyan1.54 1-2, made by Uhlan 1.58, a son of oke, W. Va.—a settlement in the dis
$262.50 each.
trict sorely afflicted with industrial
The amount received for the five Bingen 2.06 1-4, and the fastest trotter conflicts. He saw that the average
that
has
yet
been
produced.
yearlings which were from dams with
man worked short hours and rarely
standard records was $875, an average
put in full time every month. This
of $175 each. This shows conclusively
Colts, and aged horses also, should idleness was not voluntary, but came
that though a youngster from a dam have plenty of pure fresh air. When about In the regular course of the
with a standard record may look very animals are kept in dark, tightly closed work. Idleness added to the discon
attractive on paper, in a tabulated ped stalls they must breathe impure air, tent, so he hit on the idea of intro
igree it has but little influence on the and impure air constantly taken into ducing into the mountain region the
small garden system so profitably
price o f her offspring in a sales ring
the lungs, is sure to cause impure practiced by the laborers of England.
when surrounded by men who are ex
blood, which is a cause ofj^disease. He tried to Induce his men to utilise
pert judges of trotting action, style,
Pure air is a better tonic than the best their spare time in cultivating gar
and conformation. Such men are look
o f condition powders and much less dens, and offered prizes for various
ing for race winning prospects, and un
kinds of vegetables and flower plots.
expensive.
less a youngster gives evidence of pos
At first the miners viewed the pro
posal with suspicion. One or two won
sessing race winning qualities, when
K eep the icy spots covered with the prizes. The next year the change
led into the sales ring, buyers pay but
gravel,
ashes or frozen horse excre was remarkable. Out of 225 men em
little attention to the fast records of
their paternal and maternal ancestors. ment, in the yards where the unshod ployed at the camp all the heads of
And
colts and brood mares are allowed to families had started gardens.
Shrewd horsemen, who furnish the
run. Attention to this matter may splendid specimen* they were, full of
racing material for trotting sports,
prevent serious and expensive acci luscious small fruits and crisp, fresh
have learned that while many fast rec
vegetables.
The women brightened
dents.
ord mares have produced fast record
their lives by sowing flower seeds.
No matter how garish the color—it
trotters, very many trotters from fast
record mares have failed to win races,
A ll animals of the horse kind should was color, and color brightened their
or make fast records. The fastest rec have exercise daily in the open air, ex hard ’ Ives.— Indianapolis News.
ord mare that produced any yearling cept in stormy weather. Horses are
in the Walnut Hall consignment, at the not injured by being used in stormy MUST LOOK TO THE FUTURE
recent sale, was Lady Jones 2.07 1-4, weather if they are not allowed to be
and her yearling colt, Lord Jones, come chilled by standing and are prop New Law In Massachusetts Makes th*
Proper Planning of All Town*
number 227 in the sale catalogue, erly cared for when returned to their
Compulsory.
brought $160. Navarch, number 222 in stalls.
the sale catalogue, bay colt, standard- ]
The last legislature of Massachu
bred and registered; sire Walnut Hall
setts, by two brief acts, made city
2.08 1-4; dam Native Beauty (4) 2.27,
Chinese Will Take Part.
planning compulsory for every town
(a full sister of Native Belle (2) 2.07 3-4,
Dresden is planning for an exposi of more than 10,000 population and for
(3)2.06 1-2) by Moko 24457, sold for tion devoted to the cause of hygiene, every city. A large measure of home
$120, which is less than half the service sports and their allied interests. Ac rule is provided by the law, since the
fee of either Walnut Hall 2.08 1-4 or j cording to advance information this local governing bodies— city councils,
Moko 24457. The fastest trotter yet exposition, which hitherto has not commissions or town meetings— will
bred at Walnut Hall Farm is the stallion been very much talked about, is likely determine the number o f members in
The Harvester 2.01, that holds the to surprise by its perfection of detail each board, the rate of payment for
world’ s champion record for trotting and architectural beauty—as might be services and expenses and other ad
ministrative details. State-wide unity
stallions. The dam of The Harvester expected of Dresden.
That the exposition will be world will be given to the work by the su
2.01 was a good-gaited, fast, natural
wide in its scope is evinced by the pervision of the Massachusetts home
trotter, but she was not developed and fact that the executive committee has stead commission.
raced to a fast record.
just received plans from the Chinese
Under the law the first task given
I t looks on paper as though Joseph for the erection of an imposing Chi the local boards is to make a compre
Beaudoin o f Broughton, P. Q., who nese section. It is proposed to erect hensive study of the resources, possi
bought the stallion Sorrento Todd 2.11 a large hall for ttiL purpose, and an bilities and needs of the community.
for $875, secured the greatest bargain Imposing pagoda will be erected as a This provision means that in th*
of Chinese architec course of a comparatively brief time
o f the late New York sale. He is an demonstratio
each city and town affected by the law
eight years old, 16 hand, 1200 pound son tural development.
will make an adequate social survey.
o f Todd 2.14 3 4, and his dam was the
City planning under the Massachu
He Belonged.
great brood mare Sorrento, the dam
The accomplished and obliging setts law is a very human thing. First
o f seven trotters with standard records, ;
pianist had rendered several selec emphasis is laid upon the ordering of
the fastest of which is Sorrento Todd tions, when one of the admiring group the municipal activities, both public
2.11. He is the best bred son of Sorren of listeners in the hotel parlor sug and private, so that the health and
to.
gested Mozart’s Twelfth Mass. Sev welfare of the individual will be con
Nineteen horses brought $1000 or up eral people echoed the request, hut served. All city planning, of course,
wards each, at the recent public sale in one lady was particularly desirous of has this human end for its ultimate
New York City, and nine of the lot, hearing the piece, explaining that her aim. The Massachusetts law make*
each sold for $2000 or upwards; viz: husband had belonged to that very this human end not only ultimate but
immediate.
Neill 2.07 1-4, by Walnut Hall 2.08 1-4, regiment.— Everybody’s Magazine.

